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Episode 11
Thank you for subscribing to Episode 11 of the HP Security Research Threat
Intelligence Briefing. In this briefing we discuss threat actors operating within
and in support of the Islamic Republic of Iran.
Introduction
Iranian hacker groups and their allies launched increasing numbers of cyber attacks over the last year, despite state controls
of Internet traffic including: spying, censorship, and filtering laws. HPSR has observed an increasing level of attacks
targeting Western interests. James Clapper, the Director of National Intelligence, stated in the DNI Worldwide Threat
Assessment of the US Intelligence Community to the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence, that “Advanced cyber
actors— such as Russia and China—are unlikely to launch a devastating attack against the United States outside of a
military conflict or crisis that they believe threatens their vital interests. However, isolated state or nonstate actors might
deploy less sophisticated cyber attacks as a form of retaliation or provocation. These less advanced but highly motivated
actors could access some poorly protected US networks that control core functions, such as power generation, during the
next two years”1. He then went on to describe two specific incidents, both of Iranian origin – OpAbabil that targeted the US
financial sector and the attack on Saudi Aramco that destroyed 30,000 computer systems. Google CEO Eric Schmidt has
pointed out that "Iranians are unusually talented in cyber war for some reason we don’t fully understand." 2 And Gabi Siboni,
Senior Research Fellow at Tel Aviv University’s Institute for National Security Studies, has stated that "Iran should be
considered a first-tier cyber power.”3
In June 2013, Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu said “In the past few months, we have identified a significant
increase in the scope of cyber attacks on Israel by Iran. These attacks are carried out directly by Iran and through its proxies,
4
Hamas and Hezbollah.” He stated that these attacks were against “vital national systems” such as water, power, and
banking systems. In September 2013, US officials disclosed that Iran had compromised the Navy Marine Corps Intranet
(NMCI) to such an extent that it took four months to fully resolve the breach. 5
Historically, attacks originating from these groups range from gaming scenarios to politically motivated retaliation attacks6,
though their sophistication is increasing. These attacks primarily target western entities and their affiliates. Members of
these groups operate in stark contrast to the strict controls that Iran imposes on electronic communications for the general
population. This unchecked vigilante activity indicates the regime either supports these activities or has chosen to turn a
blind eye to their actions. This paper profiles the essential threat actors; their motives; their tactics, techniques, and
procedures (TTP); and evidence of possible ties to state-sponsored cyber-warfare. An in-depth focus of the group Ashiyane
examines how these groups operate, despite the regime’s strict control of the Internet. Finally, this paper identifies
solutions for dealing with attacks by these groups and risk mitigation strategies for potential targets.

1

http://www.intelligence.senate.gov/130312/clapper.pdf
http://mtv.com.lb/en/News/259196
3
http://complex.foreignpolicy.com/posts/2014/02/18/forget_china_iran_s_hackers_are_america_s_newest_cyber_threat
4
http://www.yalibnan.com/2013/06/10/israeli-pm-accuses-iran-hezbollah-hamas-of-cyber-attacks/
2

5

http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304526204579101602356751772

6

http://news.softpedia.com/news/Hackers-Avenge-Death-of-Hezbollah-Commander-by-Leaking-Al-Qaeda-Files-409520.shtml
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Background: Iranian cyber capabilities
In testimony given before the U.S. House of Representatives Committee on Homeland Security Subcommittee on
Cybersecurity, Infrastructure Protection, and Security Technologies, on March 20, 2013, Ilan Berman, Vice President of the
American Foreign Policy Council, said that in the past year “Iran has demonstrated a growing ability to hold Western targets
at risk in cyberspace, amplifying a new dimension in the asymmetric conflict that is now taking place over the Iranian
regime’s nuclear program.”7
Thomas D'Agostino, head of the U.S. National Nuclear Security Administration, has stated that “nuclear labs are under
constant attack” receiving up to “10 million security significant cyber security events" each day.”8 And Frank Cilluffo, Director
of the Homeland Security Policy Institute at George Washington University, testifying before the US House of
Representatives Committee on Homeland Security stated that US officials are investigating “reports that Iranian and
Venezuelan diplomats in Mexico were involved in planned cyberattacks against U.S. targets, including nuclear power
plants.”9
Since the June 2010 discovery of Stuxnet, Iran has been building out their cyber capabilities and attacks from Iranian groups
have increased.10 In November of 2010, Iran’s Passive Civil Defense Organization announced a plan to recruit hackers for a
“soft war” in cyberspace.11 This was a direct result of the discovery of the Stuxnet worm, which targeted Iranian nuclear
facilities. The Iranian military cyber structure includes the Passive Civil Defense Organization, the Pasdaran (Revolutionary
Guard) cyber units, and the Basij paramilitary cyber units. The Passive Civil Defense Organization plays a defensive role in
protecting Iran’s networks. The Passive Civil Defense Organization includes the Cyber Defense Command and the Gerdab 12,
which was responsible for identifying and intimidating dissidents during Iran’s 2009 political unrest. 13
The Pasdaran is the official military arm of the regime. Its cyber capabilities include a “mosaic defense” of cyber units, joint
Signals Intelligence (SIGINT) operations with the Syrian military, a hacker group known as Iran’s Cyber Army, and the Karbala
Mazandaran cyberculture forces. The “mosaic defense” concept derives from Iran’s physical military strategy and refers to
strategically distributing resources across multiple autonomous units rather than a few cohesive units. 14 Iran military
officials and the Supreme Leader’s representatives have publically stated that they are actively engaged in offensive cyber
operations.15
Beneath the Pasdaran’s command is the paramilitary group known as the Basij. The role of enforcing cultural and religious
mandates overlaps with that of the Karbala Mazandaran. Basij cyber assets include the FATA (Cyber Police) and the Basij
Cyber Council. The FATA assists the regime in enforcing strict cyber laws meant to quell dissent and banish Western
influence.
Basij cyber capabilities reportedly include:16



satellite jamming
media courts to discourage dissent and western influence

7

http://docs.house.gov/meetings/HM/HM08/20130320/100523/HHRG-113-HM08-Wstate-BermanI-20130320.pdf
http://www.usnews.com/news/articles/2012/03/20/us-nukes-face-up-to-10-million-cyber-attacks-daily
9
http://www.gwumc.edu/hspi/policy/Meehan_Cilluffo%20Testimony%20March%202013.pdf
10
http://www.reuters.com/article/2013/01/17/us-iran-usa-cyber-idUSBRE90G1C420130117
11
http://www.forbes.com/sites/jeffreycarr/2011/01/12/irans-paramilitary-militia-is-recruiting-hackers/
12
http://nligf.nl/upload/pdf/Structure_of_Irans_Cyber_Operations.pdf
13
Milani, A. (2010). The myth of the great Satan: A new look at America's relations with Iran. Stanford, CA: Hoover Institution Press.
8
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http://iranprimer.usip.org/resource/irans-military-doctrine

15

http://iran-times.com/pasdar-officer-says-iran-set-to-launch-cyber-attacks/
16
http://www.uskowioniran.com/2013/01/the-cyber-basij-iran.html
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Internet censorship (particularly of social media)
a cyber police unit
anti-journalism campaigns
creating "sanitized" mirrors of MSM sites
propaganda and disinformation
infiltration of social media and other websites

The Basij Cyber Council operates under the direction of university professor Dr. Hassan Abbasi and recruits its cyber
operators from young talent found in state- sponsored universities and IT startups.17,18 On February 12, 2014, the Ayatollah
Ali Khamenei delivered a message to the Islamic Association of Independent University Students, instructing them to
prepare for cyber war: “You are the cyber-war agents and such a war requires Ammar-like insight and Malik Ashtar-like
resistance; get yourselves ready for such war wholeheartedly.” The Ayatollah stressed that this is their religious and
nationalistic duty.19

Iranian cyber organizational chart
Parliament
Heads of Judicial Power
President
Head of state run media
High Council of Cyberspace
Minister of Intelligence
Minister of Culture
Minister of Science
Ministry for Information and Communication Technologies

Communications Regulatory Authority
Iran Telecommuncations Research Center
Center for Information Security (MAHER)

Telecommunications Company of Iran
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Government Controlled Telecom
Islamic Republic of Iran Broadcasting (IRIB)

Pardis Technology Park

Technology Cooperation Office

Guilain Science & Technology Park
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Cyber Defense Command
Passive Civil Defense Organization
Gerdab
Joint Staff of the Armed Forces

Iran's Cyber Army
Iranian-Syrian joint SIGINT
Revolutionary Guard (Pasdaran)
Karbala Mazandaran

Cyber Police (FATA/FETA)

Ashiyane
Basij Paramilitary Force
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Shabgard
Dr. Hassan Abbasi - Director of Basij cyber
Hacker Groups
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Izz ad Din al-Qassam
Islamic Cyber Resistance Group

Figure 1 Iranian cyber organizational chart
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http://nligf.nl/upload/pdf/Structure_of_Irans_Cyber_Operations.pdf

18

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RhK7mrglD3Q
http://www.haaretz.com/mobile/1.574043

19
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Iran’s cyber doctrine, strategies and goals
Iranian cyber operations are carried out under the belief that "The cyber arena is actually the arena of the Hidden Imam." 20
Iran’s cyber doctrine relies heavily on asymmetrical warfare tactics. 21 Asymmetrical warfare is defined as “a conflict in which
the resources of two belligerents differ in essence and in the struggle, interact and attempt to exploit each other's
characteristic weaknesses. Such struggles often involve strategies and tactics of unconventional warfare, the ‘weaker’
combatants attempting to use strategy to offset deficiencies in quantity or quality”. 22 For example, a cyber attacker may
target the opposition in such a way that it takes advantage of legal limitations that prevent the target from exercising
offensive cyber capabilities or from retaliating. Leveraging hacker crews as a force multiplier is another asymmetrical
warfare strategy Iran uses to compensate for its lack of military might.

Use of psychological operations is another asymmetrical warfare tactic favored by Iran. Iran's recent claims of plans to
lessen Internet controls are potentially propaganda meant to ease international tensions during nuclear proliferation talks.
This rhetoric happens to coincide with a noted increase in the activity of hacker groups acting in support of the regime. If the
world believes there is a sudden increase in the number Iranians who have new opportunities for Internet access they will be
less surprised when there is also a sudden influx of hacker attacks originating in Iran.

Other core facets of Iran’s cyber doctrine are as follows:23





development of defensive capabilities to protect Iran’s infrastructure against attacks
development of operational capabilities to stifle domestic opposition to the regime
development of offensive capabilities to empower Iran against Western cyber assets and capabilities
elimination of Western influence

Timeline of significant Iranian cyber activity
2003



2005


2007


Ashiyane site launched (May) 24
Shabgard site launched (August)25
Simorgh site launched (September)26
Revolutionary Guard first suggests creation of Iranian Cyber Army 27
Iran-Syria joint strategic defence co-operation accord28
First versions of Stuxnet and Duqu planted29

20

http://www.memri.org/report/en/print7371.htm
http://www.inss.org.il/index.aspx?id=4538&articleid=5203
22
http://www.princeton.edu/~achaney/tmve/wiki100k/docs/Asymmetric_warfare.html
23
http://nligf.nl/upload/pdf/Structure_of_Irans_Cyber_Operations.pdf
24
Ashiyane.org WHOIS
25
Shabgard.org WHOIS
26
Simorgh-ev.com WHOIS
27
http://www.phoenixts.com/blog/iranian-cyber-army/
21

28
29

http://www.warandpeace.ru/en/news/view/3151/
http://www.vanityfair.com/culture/2013/07/new-cyberwar-victims-american-business
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2008

2009

2010



2011





2012












30
31

MiniFlame likely planted30
Iranian Cyber Army downs Twitter (December)31
Iran claims to have successfully launched a rocket capable of sending a satellite into space (August) 32
Iranian anti-government activists launch a DDOS attacks on Iranian government sites, including the website of
then-president Ahmadinejad33
Iranian Cyber Army downs Baidu (January)34
Stuxnet discovered (June)35
Basij announces plan to recruit hackers for "soft war" in cyberspace (November)36
Syrian Electronic Army activity first noticed 37
Iranian Cyber Army attacks Voice of America (February)38
Iran announces Revolutionary Guard's offensive cyber unit (March) 39
Iranian hacker "Comodohacker" targets DigiNotar (June) 40
Gauss (targeted Lebanese banks) (September)41
Ayatollah establishes High Council of Cyberspace (March)42
Wiper targeted computers at Oil and Gas Ministry discovered (April)43
Stars virus discovered (April )44
Flame discovered by Kaspersky (May)45
Gauss discovered by Kaspersky (June)46
Mahdi discovered by Kaspersky (July)47
Iran cyber attack on Qatar's RasGas (July)48
"Cutting Sword of Justice" attacks ARAMCO with Shamoon. Iran denies involvement. (August) 49 50
Izz ad-Din al Qassam Operation Ababil attacks on US banks (September) 51
MiniFlame discovered by Kaspersky (October)52
Parastoo hacks IAEA (November)53
Iran cyber warfare drill (December)54

http://www.vanityfair.com/culture/2013/07/new-cyberwar-victims-american-business
http://techcrunch.com/2009/12/17/twitter-reportedly-hacked-by-iranian-cyber-army/

32

http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/8453718.stm
http://www.zdnet.com/blog/security/iranian-opposition-launches-organized-cyber-attack-against-pro-ahmadinejad-sites/3613
34
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/8453718.stm
35
http://www.vanityfair.com/culture/2013/07/new-cyberwar-victims-american-business
36
http://www.forbes.com/sites/jeffreycarr/2011/01/12/irans-paramilitary-militia-is-recruiting-hackers/
37
http://www.smh.com.au/it-pro/security-it/how-did-the-syrian-electronic-army-suddenly-get-so-good-20130905-hv1m8.html
38
http://arstechnica.com/tech-policy/2011/02/iranian-cyber-army-attacks-voice-of-america-website/
39
http://news.techeye.net/security/irans-revolutionary-guard-cyber-war-unit-wheels-into-action
40
http://news.cnet.com/8301-1009_3-20102027-83/comodohacker-returns-in-diginotar-incident/
41
http://www.vanityfair.com/culture/2013/07/new-cyberwar-victims-american-business
42
http://nligf.nl/upload/pdf/Structure_of_Irans_Cyber_Operations.pdf
43
http://www.vanityfair.com/culture/2013/07/new-cyberwar-victims-american-business
44
http://www.vanityfair.com/culture/2013/07/new-cyberwar-victims-american-business
45
http://www.vanityfair.com/culture/2013/07/new-cyberwar-victims-american-business
46
http://www.vanityfair.com/culture/2013/07/new-cyberwar-victims-american-business
47
http://www.vanityfair.com/culture/2013/07/new-cyberwar-victims-american-business
48
http://www.vanityfair.com/culture/2013/07/new-cyberwar-victims-american-business
49
http://www.vanityfair.com/culture/2013/07/new-cyberwar-victims-american-business
50
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zYfYQxeDaAk&feature=youtu.be
51
http://en.nsfocus.com/SecurityView/Operation%20Ababil%20Analysis-EN.pdf
33

52
53

http://www.vanityfair.com/culture/2013/07/new-cyberwar-victims-american-business
http://analysisintelligence.com/tag/iranian-cyber-army/
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2013












2014







Iranian general claims Iran's cyber army is fourth largest in the world 55
Islamic Cyber Resistance leaks Bahrain military info (February)56
Izz ad-Din al Qassam Operation Ababil more attacks on US banks (January, March and May)57
Islamic Cyber Resistance Group hacks NASA (June)58
Iran hacks US Navy sites (September)59
Mojtaba Ahmadi, a cyber warfare general under the Pasdaran killed (October)60
Islamic Cyber Resistance Group leaks Janes Defense Military Biographies (October)61
Ashiyane defaced 14 government sites belonging to Bangladesh, China, Thailand, and US (November) 62
Hassan al-Lakkis assassinated (December)63
Iran Revolutionary Guard Corps Cyber army hack opposition websites (December)64
Iran unveils cyber security and defense products (December)65
Islamic Cyber Resistance Group leaks data from Israeli and Saudi armies and Saudi Binladin Group (December) 66
Head of Iran's Passive Defense says Iran is fully ready to counter cyber attacks 67
Iran looks at ways to better secure oil assets against cyber attacks68
Iran claims to have 2nd largest cyber army in the world69
Iranian FM Zarif Reiterates Iran's Power in Cyber Space70
Revolutionary Guard's Brigadier General Mohsen Kazemeini says Iran is world superpower in cyberspace 71
Iran Cyber Army Hacks into Websites of US-Based Human Rights Organization IranBriefing.net 72

It is interesting to note the change in Iran’s cyber landscape from 2010 to present. There is a noticeable transition that
occurs from Iran’s awareness of cyber intrusions to the regime’s institution of defensive cyber capabilities. The focus then
shifts to implementation of strategic offensive cyber capabilities. From the discovery of Stuxnet to the creation of a vast
cyber army, Iran has made significant progress in the cyber war arena in a relatively short time.

Another interesting point is that many of Iran’s efforts to increase its cyber capabilities seem to occur in correlation with or in
reaction to political events. In 2004, the IAEA determined Iran was in violation of the nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty due to
its uranium enrichment programs that could potentially produce weapons-grade uranium.73 The following year, Iran made

54

http://english.alarabiya.net/articles/2012/12/31/257960.html
http://docs.house.gov/meetings/HM/HM08/20130320/100523/HHRG-113-HM08-Wstate-BermanI-20130320.pdf
56
http://wikileak.ir/en/leaks/14
57
http://en.nsfocus.com/SecurityView/Operation%20Ababil%20Analysis-EN.pdf
58
http://wikileak.ir/en/leaks/21
59
http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304526204579101602356751772
60
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/middleeast/iran/10350285/Iranian-cyber-warfare-commander-shot-dead-in-suspected-assassination.html
61
http://www.wikileak.ir/en/leaks/23
62
http://irancybernews-defacements.blogspot.nl/2013/11/ashiyane-deface-14-government-website.html
63
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-middle-east-25211759
64
http://cyberwarzone.com/iran-revolutionary-guard-corps-cyberarmy-hack-opposition-websites
65
http://www.tasnimnews.com/English/Home/Single/220803
66
http://news.softpedia.com/news/Hackers-Avenge-Death-of-Hezbollah-Commander-by-Leaking-Al-Qaeda-Files-409520.shtml
67
http://english.irib.ir/news/iran1/item/174265-iran’s-full-readiness-to-counter-cyber-attacks
68
http://english.farsnews.com/newstext.aspx?nn=13921022001331
69
http://callcenterinfo.tmcnet.com/news/2014/01/08/7620439.htm
70
http://www.cyberwarzone.com/iranian-fm-zarif-reiterates-irans-power-cyber-space
71
http://edition.presstv.ir/detail/343001.html
55

72
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http://ireport.cnn.com/docs/DOC-1073486?ref=feeds%2Flatest
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-middle-east-14542438
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its first major mark in the cyber arena when the Revolutionary Guard first suggested creation of an Iranian Cyber Army. 74
That same year, Iran and Syria entered into a joint strategic defence co-operation accord.75 In 2005 and 2006, Iran had a
political standoff with the UN, EU, and US – Iran refused to halt its uranium enrichment program and consequently faced
sanctions. 76 In 2007, the regime announced Iran had capabilities to produce nuclear fuel on an industrial scale, and the UN’s
IAEA found that Iran has been making nuclear fuel in an underground uranium enrichment plant.77 Later that year, the first
versions of Stuxnet and Duqu were planted to target Iran’s nuclear facilities, although their presence was not discovered
until 2010. In June 2010, the UN Security Council also imposed another round of sanctions against Iran due to
noncooperation over its nuclear program. By November, Iran’s Basij announced its plan to recruit hackers for "soft war" in
Cyberspace. In 2011, Iran announced the formation of its Revolutionary Guard's offensive cyber unit.78 Soon, there was an
increase in notable attacks originating from Iran, including the "Comodohacker" attack on DigiNotar 79 and the Gauss
malware, which targeted Lebanese banks. In early 2012, the US imposed sanctions on Iran’s central bank, and the EU
imposed an oil embargo on Iran due to the nuclear program. Later that year, the EU decided to boycott Iranian oil exports. In
what appears to be a retaliation move, Iran launched a cyber attack on Qatar's RasGas in July 80 and the Iranin group "Cutting
Sword of Justice" attacked Saudi ARAMCO with the Shamoon virus in August. Three months later, the Iranian group Parastoo
targeted the IAEA. The regime ended 2012 with a cyber warfare drill in December. In June 2013, Hassan Rouhani was
elected as Iran’s new president. Whether his election served as a catalyst for increased cyber activity is unknown, but there
is a noticeable increase in cyber attacks and in Iran’s attempts at achieving a significant cyber presence since Rouhani’s
election.

Iran’s political situation in 2013 and early 2014, on the surface, seemed to be taking small steps toward improved relations
with Western nations. The election of Rouhani, viewed as a political moderate81, was followed by a Geneva agreement to
move towards “neutralizing” its stockpile of uranium (in exchange for relief funds) 82. However, while the Iranian Supreme
Council on Cyberspace continues to filter and outright ban sites like Facebook and Twitter, hacker groups continue to gain
access to these sites to brag about their exploits. This behavior begs the question as to whether Iran is really attempting to
“improve relations”, or if their soft war continues. An in-depth analysis of Iranian cyber capabilities indicates that Iran’s cyber
units recruit from various hacker groups or leverage their talent as a force multiplier. The recent increase in security
incidents attributed to Iranian hacker groups and their associates has coincided with critical political and military tensions
and negotiations, as Western nations seek to determine whether previous sanctions against Iran will be lifted, whether
foreign relations policies with Iran will change, and under what conditions Iran’s government will be invited to negotiate with
other world leaders.

Key pro-Iran hacker groups
HP Security Research has identified several key pro-Iran hacker groups. Most of the groups profiled share the following
traits: their primary language is Farsi, they are heavily influenced by Islamic doctrine, they view Western entities and Israel as
enemies, they use a combination of technical and non-technical tactics to exploit targets, they make their exploits known
publicly via social media or the zone-h leaderboard, and their key members are well educated and well connected. Several
of these groups use an avian naming convention. Additionally, members of the key groups profiled are known to associate
74

http://www.phoenixts.com/blog/iranian-cyber-army/
http://www.warandpeace.ru/en/news/view/3151/
76
http://iranprimer.usip.org/resource/timeline-irans-political-events
77
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-middle-east-14542438
78
http://news.techeye.net/security/irans-revolutionary-guard-cyber-war-unit-wheels-into-action
79
http://news.cnet.com/8301-1009_3-20102027-83/comodohacker-returns-in-diginotar-incident/
80
http://www.vanityfair.com/culture/2013/07/new-cyberwar-victims-american-business
75

81
82

http://www.ft.com/cms/s/0/22bbf304-58e2-11e3-a7cb-00144feabdc0.html
http://security.blogs.cnn.com/2014/02/04/obama-administration-iran-deal-not-perfect-2/
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with one another, both online and offline. According to Open Briefing, “Tehran is estimated to have invested over $1 billion
in developing an off-the-books Cyber Army consisting of a nebulous and highly compartmentalized nexus of official and
semi-official hacktivists, all of which comes under the command of the IRGC.”83 According to Jeff Bardin, Chief Intelligence
Officer at Treadstone 71, “Iran for years has used physical proxies to perform its dirty work (Lebanon, Syria, South America,
Saudi, etc.). With the tight hold on the country that the IRGC and Basij have, these groups are most likely tied to one or the
other or both. In fact, their methods of delivering highly structured and managed programs such as those their proxies
deliver (education, healthcare, religious order), makes it very easy to believe this is an institutionalized effort that runs from
the fingertips of the hackers all the way to Iranian senior leadership.” In 2012, US officials noted that cyber attacks
originating in Iran and targeting Western financial institutions and energy firms bore a signature allowing them to be traced
back to Iran’s government. Officials stated that those attacks appeared to be carried out by a network of fewer than 100
hackers at Iranian security companies and universities. Unfortunately, the evidence cited by US officials was classified and is
unavailable.84 However, our investigation of Iranian hacker groups corroborates those claims.

Iranian Cyber Army
Iranian Cyber Army has been acknowledged as operating on behalf of the Pasdaran. 85 Their biggest claims to fame were
their takedown of Twitter in 2009 and of Chinese search site Baidu in 2010. 86 It is interesting to note that a report from
Mohammed Haider Ghuloum, Ph.D., Author, economist, and regional studies expert, attributed the Baidu attack to the
Basij.87

Known tactics, techniques, and procedures

DNS hijacking88

Botnet89

An exploit kit of unknown origin90
Notable attacks and targets

Twitter91

Baidu92

Voice of America93

Hacked website of US-Based human rights organization IranBriefing.net.94
Reports stated that some traffic for attacks conducted by Iran’s Cyber Army appeared to be routed through or originate
from Pakistan, China, and UAE.

83

http://www.openbriefing.org/docs/Irans-cyber-posture.pdf
http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB30000872396390444657804578052931555576700
85
http://iran-times.com/pasdaran-boasting-about-hacking-foreign-websites/
86
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/8453718.stm
87
http://arabiadeserta.com/2010/01/15/iranian-cyber-basij-strikes-again.aspx
88
http://news.cnet.com/8301-1023_3-10418140-93.html
89
http://www.zdnet.com/blog/security/iranian-cyber-army-building-botnet-with-exploit-kit/7561
90
http://www.seculert.com/blog/2010/10/iranian-cyber-army-strikes-back.html
91
http://techcrunch.com/2009/12/17/twitter-reportedly-hacked-by-iranian-cyber-army/
92
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/8453718.stm
84

93
94

http://arstechnica.com/tech-policy/2011/02/iranian-cyber-army-attacks-voice-of-america-website/
http://ireport.cnn.com/docs/DOC-1073486
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Ashiyane
Ashiyane forums first appeared online in May 2003. Although the group’s early attacks were primarily defacements, their
attacks have escalated and have become more sophisticated. High value targets include both corporations and foreign
governments. The group has highly skilled members, some of whom are profiled in a later section of this paper. Ashiyane
has its own company Ashiyane Security Center, its own webhosting at ashiyanehost.com, and its own training portal.
According to a statement by the group’s leader Behrouz Kamalian in May 2013, “Our mission is protect Iran from hackers &
social media lies.”95

Figure 2 Ashiyane Security Center's booth at a technology convention96

Known Tactics, Techniques, and Procedures

DNS recursions

SQL injection
Capabilities and Specializations Claimed by Individual Official Members

Computer software engineering

Networking ( WiMAX, wireless, optical fiber, cable )

Intrusion alarms

Website design & management

Personal security systems

CCTV

Linux

PERL

Wireless hacking
95
96

http://news.softpedia.com/news/Website-of-Iran-s-Basij-Force-Taken-Down-by-Cyberattacks-350924.shtml
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=2210589433490&set=pb.1510115686.-2207520000.1392254921.&type=3&theater
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Neural networks
PHP
JQuery
HTML/CSS
Wordpress
HPBB
vBulletin
Flash
ActionScript
Hardware and circuit design
C#
Keyloggers
Database management and exploitation
Kernel programming & hardening
Static and dynamic program analysis
Virtualization
VPNs
Certificate Authorities
Graphics design
SEO and web optimization

Notable attacks and targets

2009 takedowns of Israeli websites, including those of Mossad and former defense minister Ehud Barak 97

NASA

Mr.XHat’s hack of Tajikistan domains. Affected Tajikistan domains included those of Google, Yahoo, Twitter,
Amazon.98

Amirh03in’s defacements of .il domains.99 Amirh03in was recognized as the top Iranian hacker for defacements in
March and April 2013, is an official member of Ashiyane, and is listed as part of their management.

Zone-h notifications show that other recent significant defacements by Ashiyane include government sites in
Indonesia, India, China, Thailand, Argentina, Bangladesh, and Turkey.

Defaced local government sites for Amity and Sutherlin Oregon in December 2013. 100
Ashiyane has also received recognition and awards at the Elecomp expo. Elecomp is Iran’s foremost computer, electronics,
and e-commerce gathering.101

97

http://iwpr.net/report-news/cyber-wars-iran
http://www.irancybernews.org/2014/01/mrxhat-hacks-tajikistan-google-yahoo.html
99
http://www.irancybernews.org/2014/01/def-amirho3in-mass-deface-israel-server.html
98

100
101

http://hackread.com/ashiyane-digital-security-team-hacks-us-states-city-sites/
http://www.elecomp-ir.com/past-show/exhibitors/1-elecomp-2013
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Figure 3 Forum post by Behrouz Kamalian noting that Ashiyane received an award at Elecomp

Islamic Cyber Resistance Group (ICR)
The Islamic Cyber Resistance Group has only appeared in the public spotlight within the last year. According to the Institute
for National Security Studies (Israel), ICR appears to have branches in Algeria, Saudi Arabia and Iran. 102 Their motivations are
in part based on Islamic ideology.

Figure 4 Post from Wikileak.ir expressing Islamic idealogy 103

102
103

http://acdemocracy.org/latest-global-cyber-review/#sthash.bHwf4DW0.dpbs
http://www.wikileak.ir/en/leaks/27
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Targets have included Western organizations in the US and other nations, such as Israel, and the Saudi Binladin Group.
According to ICR, they collaborated with the Syrian Electronic Army to hack the Kuwait mobile operator Zain's website 104 as
well as a NASA subdomain.105 Figure 5 shows the leak posted to quickleak.org and Figure 6 shows the wikileak.ir post
regarding Zain.

Figure 5 QuickLeak.org post SEA and ICR106

104

https://www.quickleak.org/537s69B0

105

http://analysisintelligence.com/cyber-defense/islamic-cyber-resistance-activity/
106
https://www.quickleak.org/537s69B0
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Figure 6 Post from Wikileak.ir where ICR claims collaboration with SEA107

ICR also has loose ties to Anonymous operations as seen in Figure 7.

Figure 7 Anonymous Algeria Facebook post indicating affiliation with ICR108
107

http://wikileak.ir/en/leaks/22
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ICR’s primary leak channels are wikileak.ir and quickleak.org. It is interesting to note that administrator of quickleak.org is
Mohhamad Rad, who also owns zone-hc.com, an Iran-based knock-off of the popular defacement leaderboard zone-h.com.
And the owner of wikileak.ir is Arash Dehghan Manshadi, who is also registered as the owner of 0days.ir, a repository for
zero-day exploits.

Note
WHOIS information for quickleak.org, wikileak.ir, zone-hc.com, linking Mohhamad Rad and 0days.ir can be found in Appendix
A.

Known tactics, techniques, and procedures

PSYOPS

Technical capabilities unknown
Notable Attacks and Targets

Saudi ARAMCO

Zain

NASA

Janes Defense

Saudi military

Israeli military

PERL blog

Saudi Bin Laden Group

Involvement in #OpBahrain and #OpIsrael
On December 4, 2013, Hassan al-Lakkis, a key Hezbollah figure and the tech wizard for drone development, was
assassinated in a Hezbollah controlled district in Beirut, Lebanon. 109 He was key to the inner circle of Sheikh Hassan al
Nasrallah, Hezbollah's #1. Although two fringe Sunni Muslim groups claimed credit for the assassination, ICR stated that it
held Israel's Mossad and Al-Qaeda as responsible for the assassination. Despite inaccurate targeting, these attacks were
significant because they highlighted the use of cyber attacks in retaliation for a kinetic act of warfare.
ICR cited the assassination of Hassan al-Lakkis as the motivation for their December 2013 attacks on the Saudi Army, the
Saudi bin Laden Group, and the Israeli Army, as shown in Figure 8.

108
109

https://www.facebook.com/WeAreAnonymousAlgeriaJoinUs/posts/557354437632376
http://news.softpedia.com/news/Hackers-Avenge-Death-of-Hezbollah-Commander-by-Leaking-Al-Qaeda-Files-409520.shtml
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Figure 8 Wikileak.ir post stating the attacks were an act of vengance for the assassination of Hassan al-Lakkis110

Figure 9 ICR graphic commemorating Hassan al-Lakkis111

Additionally, ICR ran a psychological operation (Psyop) in which they claimed to have hacked Israeli Aviation Organization
Networks as a part of #OpIsrael. Figure 10 shows a post from Wikileak.ir claiming credit for an attack on Israel.

110
111

http://www.wikileak.ir/en/leaks/26
http://www.wikileak.ir/en/leaks/26
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Figure 10 Wikileak-ir post where ICR claimed to have hacked iaa.gov.il112
Despite the breach being a hoax, time and effort were still invested to investigate a potential breach. 113 This incident
highlights the dangers of hacker crews and other entities claiming to hack a site that was never breached – the media may
still pick up on and circulate the story, and the organization purportedly breached must still exercise due diligence and
expend resources investigating the breach. ICR’s psychological operations tactics bear similarity to those of the Syrian
Electronic Army (SEA). Both groups take seemingly minor breaches and use sensationalism to broaden the impact of the
breach. For example, SEA’s hijacking of the AP Twitter account was a minor event, and the tweet about the White House
being under attack was disinformation. However, the impact it created on the US stock market due to media spin made it a
significant incident. Likewise, ICR’s “attack” on IAA was merely disinformation, but that disinformation had real-world
consequences, forcing Israeli officials to take the potential breach seriously and exercise due diligence in investigating the
breach. As exemplified in SEA’s AP Twitter incident, this type of “attack” can also decrease public confidence, creating a
situation where the public’s fear, uncertainty, and doubt surrounding an incident harm an entity’s repution.

Izz ad-Din al-Qassam Cyber Fighters
Izz ad-Din al-Qassam Cyber Fighters were responsible for Operation Ababil, in which denial of service attacks were launched
against US financial institutions. Al Qassam announced the attacks on September 18, 2012 on Pastebin,114 criticizing Israel
and the United States and citing the film Innocence of Muslims as motivation for the attacks. Al Qassam threatened that the
attacks would continue until all copies of the video were removed from YouTube.

112

http://www.wikileak.ir/en/leaks/27

113

http://news.techworld.com/security/3496437/claimed-cyberattack-on-israeli-airports-authority-dismissed-as-psychological-warfare/
http://pastebin.com/mCHia4W5

114
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Figure 11 Pastebin post on OpAbabil115
The group would often announce specific targets in advance of the actual denial of service attacks. 116 Attacks on financial
institutions can have far-reaching affects, disrupting trade and influencing stock prices. The mainstream media and social
media reports of these incidents amplify the effects. The Twitter account @cyberstrikenews was the main source of
breaking information about Operation Ababil attacks.117 Coincidentally, it was also one of the first sources of information
regarding Saudi ARAMCO hacks and the Shamoon virus, which were thought to be state sponsored and of Iranian origin. Due
to the sophistication of the attacks, U.S. officials have linked the Izz ad-Din al-Qassam group to the Iranian government118.
U.S. intelligence officials stated that the group is used by Iran to retaliate against Western economic sanctions as well as
Stuxnet.119

Known tactics, techniques, and procedures

DDOS via backdoors and Brobot botnet

Announcing targets prior to attacking

Recruiting via social media, blog posts, and Pastebin

Distribution of a pre-packaged DDoS tool120
Notable attacks and targets

#OperationAbabil

New York Stock Exchange

J.P. Morgan Chase

Wells Fargo

U.S. Bank
115

http://ddanchev.blogspot.co.uk/2012/09/dissecting-operation-ababil-osint.html

116

http://en.nsfocus.com/SecurityView/Operation%20Ababil%20Analysis-EN.pdf

117

http://analysisintelligence.com/tag/izz-ad-din-al-qassam-cyber-fighters/
http://www.nytimes.com/2013/01/09/technology/online-banking-attacks-were-work-of-iran-us-officials-say.html?_r=0
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119
120

http://www.nytimes.com/2013/01/09/technology/online-banking-attacks-were-work-of-iran-us-officials-say.html?_r=1&
http://ddanchev.blogspot.co.uk/2012/09/dissecting-operation-ababil-osint.html
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Bank of America
PNC Bank
Charles Schwab & Co.
Citizen’s Bank
U.S. Bancorp
SunTrust
Ameriprise
M&T Bank
Regions
American Express
KeyCorp
HSBC
BB&T
Capital One
Citibank
Fifth Third Bank
UnionBank
Key Bank
BBVA Compass
Comerica
Harris Bank
Huntington
Zions
Unidentified credit-card companies and financial brokerages

Parastoo
The name “Parastoo” derives from another Persian word for swallow, a small bird. Parastoo is reportedly linked to the
extremist group Hezbollah and the IRCG-QF, or Quds Force.121 The Quds Force is Iran’s elite special forces unit known to
organize, equip, train, and finance extraterritorial military operations and select paramilitary operations. The Quds Force
reports directly to the Ayatollah.122

One of the most interesting attacks by Parastoo was on IHS Jane’s Defense. This attack was used as a springboard for
Chinese hackers to serve malware. This watering hole attack led to the installation of a remote access tool on visitor’s
machines, which traced back to a Chinese-owned command and control domain.123

Known tactics, techniques, and procedures

Psyops

Technical capabilities are currently unknown
Notable attacks and targets

#OpIsrael

International Atomic Energy Agency

121

http://cryptome.org/2013/03/opisrael-analysis.htm

122

http://www.google.com/hostednews/afp/article/ALeqM5icL-zDq4U3AYTKtqSnVWxlFk1CUA
http://www.afr.com/p/technology/anatomy_of_cyber_attack_on_business_8OwnjdE0KpRA7uCjCpRqYJ
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Department of Energy
IHS Jane’s Defense
Claims of involvement in a "military-style" sabotage attack on California PG&E Metcalf substation124
Claims to have hijacked a U.S. drone125
Announced plans to engage in #OpIsrael2 slated for April 2014126

In 2013, Analysis Intelligence analyzed patterns in Iranian cyber activity across three groups: Parastoo, Iranian Cyber Army,
and al Qassam. Their analysis shows that attacks by the three groups were staggered in such a way that suggests the three
groups may be coordinating their attacks, or may be the same groups operating under different names. 127 Considering the
names of al Qassam’s Operation Ababil and Parastoo both derive from words meaning “swallow,” collaboration among the
groups seems plausible.

Figure 12 Analysis Intelligence timeline of attacks by Parastoo, ICR, and al Qassam 128

The website parastoo.ir, which is currently inaccessible, is registered to Zohre Sajadian, who also owns hackers4hire.ir and a
reverse engineering and security forum at rce.ir.

Note:
WHOIS information for parastoo.ir and rce.ir linking to Zohre Sajadian can be found in Appendix A.

124

http://www.hacksurfer.com/posts/unprecedented-attacks-jihad-and-scada
http://analysisintelligence.com/cyber-defense/parastoo-opisrael-birthday/
126
http://analysisintelligence.com/cyber-defense/parastoo-opisrael-birthday/
125

127
128

http://analysisintelligence.com/cyber-defense/iran-linked-cyber-teams/
http://analysisintelligence.com/cyber-defense/iran-linked-cyber-teams/
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Shabgard
Shabgard, which means “shadow guard” in Persian, is another long-standing Iranian hacker group. Its site was registered in
2003, the same year as Ashiyane’s site. According to Shabgard’s forum statistics, it has over 13,549 registered users.129
Shabgard’s exploits have not been as public as those of other groups. Unlike the other groups profiled here, Shabgard’s TTP
are largely unknown. However, Shabgard’s long-standing presence among Iran’s hacker community and its training portal
at Webamooz.ir make it significant.

Tactics, techniques, and procedures

Unknown
Notable attacks and targets

Unknown
A post on ISCN Hacking/Security Team’s Facebook page on December 6, 2011 advertised a Shabgard Hackers private
meeting held on December 9, 2011 at the Elecomp Tehran International Exhibition. This post is significant for three reasons.
First, it demonstrates that Shabgard’s members have had real life meetings. Second, it ties Morteza Khazamipour, ISCN’s
leader, to Shabgard. Khazamipour is profiled later in this document. Third, members of Ashiyane also attended Elecomp,
meaning real life ties among members of both groups are a possibility.

Figure 13 ISCN Facebook post announcing a Shabgard meeting at Elecomp 2011130

Shabgard’s training portal is Webamooz.ir. Courses offered include penetration testing, application security, Android
programming, networking, Debian Linux administration, PHP, Perl for penetration testers, and Python. According to the
website, all training is accredited. Sites are offered in conjunction with Shahid Beheshti University. Shahid Beheshti University
is one of the most prestigious universities in Iran. It was formerly The National University of Iran. The university has a School
of Electrical and Computer Engineering. 131

129

http://www.shabgard.org/forums/forum.php

130

https://www.facebook.com/ISCNTEAM
http://en.sbu.ac.ir/Pages/About%20S.B.U.aspx
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Figure 14 List of courses offered on the Webamooz training portal132

Figure 15 Webamooz teachers identified on their training portal133

Syrian Electronic Army (SEA)
As discussed in our HPSR Threat Intelligence Briefing Episode 3134 in April 2013, the Syrian Electronic Army is Syrian based
and pro-Assad. In that report, we noted that the SEA was formed in 2011 and their stated mission is to unleash progovernment propaganda in support of the Assad Regime.135 Syrian president Bashar al-Assad has stated SEA is a "virtual
army" to complement the real army, and there are many indicators that the SEA is supported by the Syrian government. 136
132

https://www.facebook.com/ISCNTEAM
http://www.webamooz.ir/home/%D9%85%D8%AF%D8%B1%D8%B3%DB%8C%D9%86-2/
134
http://h30499.www3.hp.com/hpeb/attachments/hpeb/off-by-on-software-security-blog/59/3/HP_Security_Research_Threat_Briefing_4_23_13.pdf
133

135
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http://h30499.www3.hp.com/hpeb/attachments/hpeb/off-by-on-software-security-blog/59/3/HP_Security_Research_Threat_Briefing_4_23_13.pdf
http://www.theverge.com/2013/5/24/4363140/syrian-electronic-army-hackers
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US officials have also linked SEA to the Iranian government.137 Additional evidence suggests that the SEA possesses deep
ties to Iranian hacker groups. In a 2011 mass defacement, SEA purportedly used the software ConnectBack Backdoor Shell
vs 1.0 by LorD of Iran Hackers Sabotage.138 The Iran Hackers Sabotage team is most well known for their defacement of the
Guantanamo prison website in 2005.139 Additionally, SEA’s file system backup contains code from cker.ir, which is owned by
Iranian hacker Mormoroth. US and Israeli officials have also noted that Iran and Syria’s military and political alliances offline
are a good indicator that they are also allies in cyberspace. One known example of this alliance is the Iran-Syria joint Signal
Intelligence (SIGINT) program.140 A U.S. Congressional report states that Iran and Syria have joint SIGINT stations located in
the al-Jazirah region of Syria as well as in Golan Heights. According to the report, these SIGINT stations are used to supply
intelligence to the Lebanese extremist group, Hezbollah.141

As noted in our Threat Intelligence Briefing Episode 3142, SEA has hacked and defaced a wide variety of sites, voicing political
motivation and anti-surveillance sentiments. Their signature modus operandi is to gain access to the blog or social media
accounts of a corporation or organization and to use that medium to spread propaganda. Some of SEA’s posts are satirical,
including a post to BBC Weather’s Twitter account stating "Saudi weather station down due to head-on collision with
camel.”143 Other posts have had a real world impact. In 2013, SEA hijacked the Associated Press’ Twitter account, which had
nearly two million followers, and posted that the White House was under attack and that President Obama had been injured.
The post incited panic and impacted the U.S. financial sector momentarily, leading to a more than 100-point drop in the Dow
Jones.144 This incident demonstrates how social media can be used for an effective Psyop campaign due to the fast
propagation of information and the tendency for readers to react without first verifying the veracity of the information
posted. According to Sarab al-Jijakli, co-founder of the National Alliance for Syria, the Syrian government places strict
controls on the Internet, monitoring and sabotaging of its citizens. He believes the activities of the SEA are an extension of
Syria’s police state mentality.145

Known tactics, techniques, and procedures

Social Engineering

Phishing

Email Spoofing

Propaganda/PSYOPS

Used malware in the recent attack on MS employee emails

Use of RATs

DNS hijacking
Notable attacks and targets

Compromising the social media and blog accounts of Skype, Xbox, MS Office, and CNN

Compromising Microsoft employee emails and allegedly obtaining law enforcement information requests

Associated Press (AP)

Indirect attack on US stock market via propaganda posted on AP’s Twitter account

New York Times
137

http://analysisintelligence. com/cyber-defense/islamic-cyber-resistance-activity/
http://www.infowar-monitor.net/2011/06/syrian-electronic-army-defaces-41-web-sites-one-uk-government-web-site/
139
http://iwpr.net/report-news/cyber-wars-iran
140
http://www.jpost.com/Iranian-Threat/News/US-report-Iran-running-listening-station-in-Golan
141
http://www.fas.org/irp/world/iran/mois-loc.pdf
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144
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Washington Post
Financial Times
NPR
Reuters
BBC
The Onion
Truecaller
TangoME
Viber
The Guardian
E!
FIFA
EBay (UK site)
PayPal (UK site)
MarkMonitor (in a failed attempt to gain control of DNS records for Facebook, Google, and Yahoo)146
Forbes website, Twitter, and user database147

In January 2014, reports surfaced that many mobile applications, including the popular Angry Birds game were used for NSA
surveillance.148 Shortly after this was reported, an actor going by the handle Anti-NSA defaced the AngryBirds.com website,
citing anti-surveillance as motivation. In a twitter post, SEA claimed affiliation with Anti-NSA, saying the actor was a
“friend”.149 In February 2014, SEA defaced Ebay’s UK site and gained access to MarkMonitor accounts for PayPal’s UK site.
SEA also gained access to email accounts of Ebay and PayPal employees.150 SEA said their motivation for these attacks was
that both Ebay and PayPal have refused to offer service to Syria.151 SEA also gained access to the Forbes website and
associated Twitter accounts. SEA’s stated motivation for this attack was that they considered some of Forbes’ articles to be
anti-Syria.152

Other groups
Simorgh was another major Iranian hacker group. According to a post on Shabgard’s Facebook page, Simorgh was
disbanded in 2013. Its name derived from a mythical Persian bird similar to a phoenix.
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http://news.softpedia.com/news/Syrian-Electronic-Army-Targets-Facebook-Google-Yahoo-via-MarkMonitor-Hack-424345.shtml
http://hackread.com/syria-electronic-army-hacks-forbes-site-twitter/
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Figure 16 Shabgard Facebook post noting that Simorgh has disbanded153

Fringe groups such as Dark Soul Security Team, Emperor Security Team, Iran Security Team, Black_Devils B0ys Team, Dark
Code Security Team, Virangar Security Team, and Iranian Dark Coders Team are gaining notoriety for their recent hacks and
are affiliated with those profiled.

Identifying key actors and leadership
Behrouz Kamalian (Behrouz_Ice)
Behrouz Kamalian has been identified as the current leader of Ashiyane. In some places, his first name is spelled “Behrooz”.
He has also used the handle Behrooz_Ice on Ashiyane forums. Kamalian is a very public figure. According to the Iranian
Republic News Agency, Kamalian, has ordered Ashiyane to work for the Iranian government by attacking foreign
government and media websites.154 Kamalian’s brother Behnam Kamalian is also a member of Ashiyane. Their father
Hossein Kamalain is the Iranian ambassador to Thailand. His past embassy posts include Laos, Myanmar, Bahrain, Paris, and
Yemen. In October 2011, the European Union exposed Kamalian’s involvement in human rights violations, namely his
involvement with assisting the regime in cracking down on protesters during the 2009 political unrest in Iran. Kamalian was
included in this human rights sanctions list along with Reza Taghipour, the minister of information and communcations and
Merhrdad Omidi, the then director of the Computer Crimes Unit of the Iranian Police.155 The EU’s report also links Ashiyane
to Iran’s Revolutionary Guard:
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https://www.facebook.com/groups/shabgard/
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http://www.defenddemocracy.org/behrouz-kamalian
http://www.jpost.com/International/EU-to-discuss-sanctions-against-over-80-Iranian-officials
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Figure 17 Portion of EU report naming Behrouz Kamalian156
The Ashiyane.ir domain is registered in Kamalian’s name and he registered rasht-samacollege.ir which is a website for a
school in Iran.

Note
WHOIS records for ashiyane.ir and rasht-samacollege.ir linking Behrouz Kamalian can be found in Appendix A.

The rasht-samacollege.ir site links to Islamic Azad University of Rasht, presumably its parent institution. Islamic Azad
University is known to have an IT program where there is a likely recruiting pool for the state-sponsored activities of the
Basij cyber units.157 Kamalian is also noted for giving lectures at the University of Qom, as seen in Figure 18.

156
157

http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=CONSLEG:2011D0235:20130312:EN:PDF
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RhK7mrglD3Q
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Figure 18 Behrouz Kamalian lecturing at Sharif University 158

Nima Salehi (Q7X)
Nima Salehi is second in command of Ashiyane. He has appeared alongside Kamalian in multiple television interviews and
plays an active role in the group’s security firm, the Ashiyane Security Group.

158

http://ashiyane.org/forums/showthread.php?89194-%D8%B9%DA%A9%D8%B3-%DA%A9%D8%A7%D8%B1%DA%AF%D8%A7%D9%87-

%D8%A7%D9%85%D9%86%DB%8C%D8%AA-%D8%A2%D8%B4%DB%8C%D8%A7%D9%86%D9%87-%D8%AF%D8%B1%D8%AF%D8%A7%D9%86%D8%B4%DA%AF%D8%A7%D9%87-%D8%B4%D8%B1%DB%8C%D9%81
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Figure 19 Nima Salehi and Behrouz Kamalian during a television interview159

Figure 20 Nima Salehi and Behrouz Kamalian together 2011160

159
160

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1683339692576&set=pb.1510115686.-2207520000.1392254921.&type=3&theater
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=2210711836550&set=pb.1510115686.-2207520000.1392254921.&type=3&theater
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Figure 21Ashiyane's forums list Salehi and Kamalian as "Teachers"161

Hatem Deeb (Th3Pr0), Th3Shad0w , and Ali Farha
Hatem Deeb (Th3Pr0), Th3Shad0w, and Ali Farha are three key figures in the Syrian Electronic Army. Deeb and Th3Shad0w
claim to play leadership roles in the group. According to an article by Brian Krebs, author of the Krebs on Security blog, a
Syrian government-run newspaper called al-Wenda commended the young Deeb. Al-Wenda noted Deeb was a founding
member of the SEA. 162 Deeb’s Twitter profile proclaims he is the “Leader of Special Operations Department in the Syrian
Electronic Army”, as shown in Figure 22. According to Deeb’s Facebook profile, shown in Figure 23, he lives in Russia.

161
162

http://train.ashiyane.ir/teachers/
http://krebsonsecurity.com/2013/08/syrian-electronic-army-denies-new-data-leaks/#more-22460
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Figure 22 Hatem Deeb's Twitter profile163

Figure 23 Hatem Deeb's Facebook profile164

Th3Shad0w is the group’s second in command.
163
164

http://twitter.com/ SEAth3Pr0
https://www.facebook.com/ABU.BAHGAT.DEEB90?fref=browse_search
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Figure 24 Th3Shad0w's Twitter profile165
According to Krebs, al-Wenda later named Ali Farha as the manager of SEA’s website166. Whether Farha also uses an alias to
participate in SEA operations is unknown. Krebs noted that Deeb and Farha were close in age and that both attended the
University of Kalamoom.167 For more information, he has provided a .me profile as shown in Figure 25.

165

http://twitter.com/th3shad0w_SEA

166

http://krebsonsecurity.com/2013/08/syrian-electronic-army-denies-new-data-leaks/
http://krebsonsecurity.com/2013/08/syrian-electronic-army-denies-new-data-leaks/#more-22460
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Figure 25 .me for Ali Farha168

Morteza Khazamipour (Mormoroth)
Morteza Khazamipour is a key figure in Izz ad-Din al-Qassam Cyber Fighters and operates under the allias Mormoroth.169 Al
Qassam was responsible for Operation Ababil, which targeted US financial institutions in retaliation for the YouTube video
“The Innocence of Muslims”.170 Khazamipour was highlighted in our Threat Intelligence Breifing Episode 7171, and is known
for various defacements and has submitted exploits to 1337day.com. He is skilled in SQL injection. 172 According to his
LinkedIn profile, he attends Islamic Azad University and is working toward a Bachelor of Science in Petroleum Engineering.
He also works at ITSecTeam, known as Amn Pardazesh Kharazmi in Farsi. ITSecTeam operates as both an information
security company and a hacker group. ITSecTeam’s company offers security and penetration testing, researching, and
information security courses173. ITSecTeam created Havij, which is used to automate SQL injection. 174 This has been one of
the most common tools used to perform SQL Injection. 175 They also developed WAppEx, which is used for the pen testing of
Windows or Linux Web applications. These applications are known to be used for both penetration testing and illicit uses. 176

168

http://about.me/ali.farha
http://www.vanityfair.com/culture/2013/07/new-cyberwar-victims-american-business
170
http://en.nsfocus.com/SecurityView/Operation%20Ababil%20Analysis-EN.pdf
171
http://h30499.www3.hp.com/hpeb/attachments/hpeb/off-by-on-software-securityblog/92/1/Companion%20to%20HPSR%20Threat%20Intelligence%20Podcast%20Episode%207%20final.pdf
172
http://h30499.www3.hp.com/hpeb/attachments/hpeb/off-by-on-software-securityblog/92/1/Companion%20to%20HPSR%20Threat%20Intelligence%20Podcast%20Episode%207%20final.pdf
173
http://www.itsecteam.com/page/services/#training
174
http://itsecteam.com/products/havij-advanced-sql-injection/
169

175
176

http://www.darkreading.com/database/cybercrimes-love-affair-with-havij-spell/232700449
http://www.ict.org.il/LinkClick.aspx?fileticket=p02YcWmn_94%3D&tabid=492
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Figure 26 Khazamipour's LinkedIn profile
Figure 26 shows Khazamipour’s LinkedIn profile stating that he is currently a student at Islamic Azad University and works at
Amn Pardazesh Kharazmi.177 Khazamipour is the leader of ISCN Security Team, according to the group’s Facebook page.

177

https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&ved=0CCkQFjAA&url=http%3A%2F%2Fir.linkedin.com%2Fpub%2Fmortezakhazamipour%2F62%2F65%2F854&ei=NSj8UoqmD-Oc2AW95oH4BQ&usg=AFQjCNE8diW4ph4mv1QJIob1ey5utFzEow&sig2=Q-PeJHSilx9uLlxDfcVgQA&bvm=bv.61190604,d.b2I
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Figure 27 ISCN Security Team's Facebook post linking Mormoroth178
Figure 27 shows that Mormoroth as the group’s leader has control of their page and is able to post to it.

A photo of members of ISCN Security Team ties together members of ISCN, Noob, Shabgard, and Virangar Security Team,
which is headed by a member of Ashiyane.

178

https://www.facebook.com/ISCNTEAM
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Figure 28 Photo of ISCN Security Team members
Figure 28 shows a photo of ISCN Security Team members. From left to right: unknown, Behrooz Mirzaie, unknown, Morteza
Khazamipour (Mormoroth), Yashar Shahinzadeh (sc0rpion), Amirhosein Seyrafi, “Mehran Shabgard”, Erfan Omidfar
(Black.hat), “HadiHadi Virangar”, and unknown.179

Khazamipour created a (now abandoned) account on Ashiyane forums and is an active member and “clan leader” at
Shabgard forums. His Facebook friends include known members of Ashiyane and affiliates of Simorgh and Shabgard. 180 His
Google Plus profile, where he uses the name Aghai Mort, ties him to members of Simorgh, Emperor Security Team, and to a
key member of Shabgard.181

179

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=323606231000552&set=a.315084188519423.90166.177435832284260&type=1&theater

180

https://www.facebook.com/mormoroth/friends
https://plus.google.com/105737686185573295655/posts
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Figure 29 Khazamipour Google Plus Connections182
Khazamipour also owns cker.ir. He runs the site jointly with Yashar Shahinzadeh, who is profiled below. The site is hosted on
Shahinzadeh’s nameserver. It is interesting to note that ha.cker.ir has a post entitled “Protecting your server from
distrubated [sic] denial of service[DDOS] attack.” The script mentioned in that post is for (D)DoS Deflate, a shell script to
help in blocking DDoS attacks.183 Interestingly enough we also found this same script in the SEA’s file system backup.

182

https://plus.google.com/105737686185573295655/posts

183

http://galogetlatorre.blogspot.com/2013/10/ddos-deflate-script-designed-to-block.html
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Figure 30 ha.cker.ir post of script found on SEA systems

Note
WHOIS information for cker.ir woned by Morteza Khazamipour can be found in Appendix A.
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Figure 31 ha.cker.ir is listed as the official site for CTF team Noob
Figure 31 shows that Ha.cker.ir is listed as the official site for the CTF team known as Noob.184 Members of Noob include
Khazamipour, Yashar Shahinzadeh, and Amir Afaridoon (aka CryptORCE). In 2013, Noob won the CTF sponsored by the
Atomic Energy Organization of Iran (AEOI).

184

https://ctftime.org/team/4305
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Figure 32 Final scoreboard from the AEOI CTF
The final scoreboard from the AEOI CTF shows Noob as the winning team185, as shown in Figure 32.

Yashar Shahinzadeh (Sc0rpion)
Yashar Shahinzadeh was alleged by SoldierX186 to have been involved in Operation Ababil and is a known associate of
Morteza Khazamipour. According to Shahinzadeh’s personal website, he received his bachelor's degree from Islamic Azad
University in the field of Laser Optics. Shahinzadeh had planned to go "overseas" to continue his education but did not score
well enough on the English exam. Shahinzadeh noted on his profile that he also studied computer security at university as
seen in Figure 33.

185
186

http://blog.y-shahinzadeh.ir/2013/04/aeoi-ctf-write-ups/
www.soldierx.com/hdb/Sc0rpion-Capitan-Alex-Skorpian-Y4sh4r
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Figure 33 sc0rpion.ir post187

The Laser Optics program falls under the Plasma Physics Research Center at Islamic Azad University. According to the Clean
Technology and Sustainable Industries Organization, the Plasma Physics Research Center is a research and development
facility that focuses on atomic-molecular physics, including plasma, lasers, and bio-photonics; solid state physics, including
semiconductors and nanotechnology; and fundamental particle physics. The Plasma Physics Research Center is Iran’s most
advanced research center for plasma physics, training, and research and development in nuclear fusion. 188

According to his LinkedIn profile, Shahinzadeh is a former employee of Sharif University’s CERT center. He is also an
instructor at Shabgard’s training portal at webamooz.ir.

187
188

http://y-shahinzadeh.ir/?action=About-me
http://www.ct-si.org/directory/member.html?i=99
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Figure 34 Yashar Shahinzadeh's LinkedIn Profile189

Shahinzadeh owns sc0rpion.ir and y-shahinzadeh.ir. He is a member of Shabgard forums. He is also a member of the GEBL
capture the flag team that is active at ctf.ir. Ctf.ir is a cyber wargame and is hosted on the nameserver for y-shahinzadeh.ir.
According to his blog, he also participated in Sharif University’s capture the flag competition. Shahinzadeh’s former CTF
teammates are Sina Yazdanmehr and Amir Alipour, who both work at University of Isfahan.

Note
WHOIS information for sc0rpion.ir, y-shahinzadeh.ir, and ctf.ir linking Yashar Shahinzadeh can be found in Appendix A.

Team GEBL’s current members are Khazamipour, Yashar Shahinzadeh, and Sina Gholinehad (AKA Ghaaf). As noted above in
the WHOIS information for CTF.ir, Sina Gholinehad is the owner of ctf.ir. Gholinehad was also a student at Islamic Azad
University, where he studied computer programming.

189

https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=9&ved=0CEgQFjAI&url=http%3A%2F%2Fir.linkedin.com%2Fpub%2Fyasharshahinzadeh%2F68%2F60a%2Faaa&ei=Iyr8UsHKLMr22gWJqYCYCg&usg=AFQjCNHwjm7qRi2W8mma9DoDOrrDG9L8-Q&sig2=Pfip4jLaHQXv2OaiHk2uKw&bvm=bv.61190604,d.b2I
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Figure 35 GEBL CTF team's blog with list of current members190

GEBL.ctf.ir describes the team as follows: “GEBL consists of professional IT members who have great deal with knowledge
of a specific fields…self-satisfaction which resulted from being in a suitable place among famous hacking teams is another
significant factor.”191 In other words, GEBL is an elite team composed of the best of the best CTF participants.

Figure 36 GEBL profile on ctftime.org

190
191

http://gebl.ctf.ir/about/
http://gebl.ctf.ir/
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GEBL’s profile on ctftime.org lists the team’s most recent participation in CTF contests192, as shown in Figure 36.

According to Shahinzadeh’s Twitter, he was part of a team that participated in a CTF sponsored by the Atomic Energy
Organization of Iran. In 2013, his team (Noob) won the competition. Figure 37 shows Shahinzadeh’s tweet about winning
the AEOI CTF.

Figure 37 Shahinzadeh's tweet about winning the AEOI CTF193

Shahinzadeh’s personal blog at blog.y-shahinzadeh.ir contains extensive write-ups relating to CTF competitions including
walk-throughs explaining the CTF challenges and notes on his team’s progress in various competitions. 194
In addition to GEBL team, Shahinzadeh has also participated in CTF as a member of the CTF team known as Noob, as noted
above. Shahinzadeh is also part of ITSecTeam.

192

https://ctftime.org/team/7044

193

https://twitter.com/YShahinzadeh/status/326215773603393536
http://blog.y-shahinzadeh.ir/
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Figure 38 Shahinzadeh's CTF Time profile195
Figure 38 shows Shahinzadeh’s CTF Time profile claiming that he has participated as a member of both GEBL and Noob

Mohammad Jorjandi (s7az2mm)
Mohammad Jorjandi is a key figure in Shabgard. He owns shabgard.ir as well as webamooz.ir, the training portal used by
Shabgard.

Figure 39 Photo of Jorjandi
A photo of Jorjandi from his Facebook page196 as seen in Figure 39.

Note
WHOIS information for shabgard.ir and webamooz.ir linking Mohammad Jorjandi can be found in Appendix A.

195
196

https://ctftime.org/user/2240
https://www.facebook.com/jorjandi
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Entering the nest: Inside Ashiyane’s forums
Of the groups profiled, Ashiyane is the most established Iranian hacker group. It stands out among the other groups due to
its long standing web presence, known capabilities, the prominent social media presence of its leadership, its tiered
membership’s structure, and its training portal. Ashiyane means “nest” in Persian. The name suits them well, as the group’s
exploit history combined with its hierarchical structure and resources indicate that it is likely a proving ground to harvest
young hacker talent.

Figure 40 Ashiyane defacement example
A banner used to tag one of Ashiyane’s defacements, found on Zone-h197 is shown in Figure 40.

Ashiyane.org has been in existence since 2003. According to its Alexa ranking, the site currently gets approximately 900,000
hits per day. It gathers 130,000 unique visits per day with 6.9 views per visitor. The site is hiding behind Cloudflare.com, but
the IP behind cloudflare is hosted in Germany. Ashiyane.ir, the group’s other domain, is owned by Ashiyane’s leader Behrouz
Kamalian, as noted above.

Note
WHOIS information for ashiyane.org and ashiyane.ir, owned by Kamalian, can be found in Appendix A.

Ashiyane has a training portal at train.ashiyane.ir. Courses include training for Security Certified Network Professional (SCNP)
Certification, Certified Ethical Hacker (CEH) Certification, Linux and Windows server security and exploitation, advanced Linux
exploitation, password cracking, network attack and defense measures, use of Metasploit and Backtrack, cross site scripting
(XSS), Perl, PHP, rootkits, and others. The portal states that a new course will be available in February that focuses on
strategies for protecting Tehran’s cyber infrastructure. The upcoming course is offered in conjunction with the Sharif
University IT center. Hassan Abbasi, the director of the Basij Cyber Council, has been known to lecture at Sharif University;
and only the top one percent of undergraduate applicants are admitted to the university. It is Iran’s premier technology,
science, and engineering school and was recognized in the Times Higher Education World Universities Ranking for its
prestige.198

197
198

http://zone-h.org/mirror/id/21753627
http://www.timeshighereducation.co.uk/world-university-rankings/2012-13/world-ranking/institution/sharif-university-of-technology
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Birds of a feather: Ashiyane’s official members
Ashiyane’s official members are listed on their forum in hierarchical form. Their structure is reminiscent of a military unit.
Most of Ashiyane’s official members in the “Administrators”, “Forum”, and “Management” positions are in their mid to late
20’s, while the “Active Nest” members are younger, ages 16-23. In this hierarchical structure, the elder members guide and
train the younger members.

Many of the members list their IT skills and specializations in their Ashiyane forum profiles. Most members have been
geolocated to major cities in Iran. Official members are primarily well educated and have affiliation with educational
institutions including but not limited to Islamic Azad University, Sadra University, Shahed University, and Shamsipour
Technology Institute. Additionally, leader Behrouz Kamalian has been tied to the Revolutionary Guard.

Ashiyane also recognizes select individuals as “celebrity members”.

47

Figure 41 Ashiyane "celebrity members"

Another interesting element that sets Ashiyane apart from other hacker crews is the way its defacements are reported.
Typically, when a hacker reports a defacement on zone-h, that defacement is credited to the hacker’s alias. However, in
Ashiyane, members generally give Ashiyane Digital Security Team the credit on zone-h, regardless of which member was
responsible for the defacement or who left their tag on the defacement page. This demonstrates that for members of
Ashiyane, the success of the group is more important than individual success.

Despite Iran’s strict laws regulating Internet access and content, Ashiyane members do not fear being held accountable for
their actions. One official member posted a photo of a real life Ashiyane meet up. Using this information, it was possible to
identify most of the core members and correlate their real names with their forum names.
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Figure 42 Photo of Ashiyane members at meeting
From left, clockwise: Omid Norouzi (Sha2ow), Unknown, Fl Ame, Ali Rahmani (Cyb3r_Inj3ct0r), Sayed Hamed Dehnavi,
Unknown, Seyed Ali Musavi (ERroR), Rasul Shahpur (Pr0grammer), Unknown, Behrouz Kamalian (Behrouz_Ice), Nima Salehi
(Q7X), Unknown, Ramin Zalaghi (raminramz), Blackhat GH, and Farshid Sargheini (Azazel) 199

This significant finding provides evidence that most of the core members of Ashiyane have Facebook and other social media
profiles, meaning they don’t have to hide from the Cyber Police like most citizens would. It is unknown whether they are
officially allowed to access these otherwise prohibited social media sites or whether they simply have not been prosecuted
for circumventing nationally-imposed access restrictions. Additionally many of these individuals exhibit behavior that is not
in line with Iran’s Internet decency laws - they are openly fans of western pop culture, have photos of their girlfriends on
their profiles, post information regarding hacks and exploits, etc.

199

http://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=495684687207306&set=a.113621802080265.18315.100002973373185&type=1&permPage=1
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How does the caged bird sing? - Ashiyane’s actions violate Iran’s cyber
laws
In order to understand the significance of Ashiyane's open social media presence and hacker activity, current laws and
restrictions must be discussed. The regime strictly controls both Internet and mobile data traffic, and all
telecommunications are owned by or overseen by the government. Ashiyane and other pro-Iran hacker groups conduct
operations which are in direct violation of Iranian cyber law Article 21 Section E, which addresses content used to commit
cyber crimes.200

Iran seeks to implement a National Information Network, nicknamed the “Halal Internet” which would operate in compliance
with Shiite Islamic laws and isolate Iranian citizens from Western influence.201 The equivalent of one billion U.S. dollars has
been allocated for this project.202

Implementation of the Halal Internet is slated to occur in three phases:203
Phase 1 - Construction of two separate networks to isolate local online traffic from international online traffic. This includes
a high-speed network that connects all Iranian government organizations and includes all provinces in Iran. This phase was
to be completed by March 2013.

Phase 2 – All Iranian websites will be hosted on local servers and must use .ir domains. This phase is to be completed by
March 2014.

Phase 3 – The regime plans to domestically develop its own IT systems including: operating system, email service, and
search engine. The operating system, known as Ghasedak, which means “dandelion” in Farsi, is based on GNU Linux204, and
began being installed on university computer systems in June 2013. 205 The email service will be known as Chaapaar. The
search engine will be known as Fajr. This phase is to be completed by March 2016.

Iran’s justifications for creating a “Halal Internet” include: 206


Creation of a pure and safe network “free from immoral, corrupt, and violent content on the Internet” through
which the regime can distribute propaganda



A separate and independent network isolated from the global network that is impervious to foreign cyber attacks



A faster and more reliable Iran-only Internet connection

200

http://internet.ir/crime_index.html

201

http://english.alarabiya.net/en/views/business/media/2013/07/12/Iran-s-Halal-version-of-the-Internet-.html

202

http://www.jpost.com/Defense/Iran-embarks-on-1b-cyber-warfare-program
https://citizenlab.org/2012/11/irans-national-information-network/
204
http://www.gerdab.ir/fa/news/12033/%D8%B3%DB%8C%D8%B3%D8%AA%D9%85-%D8%B9%D8%A7%D9%85%D9%84-%D8%A8%D9%88%D9%85%DB%8C%D9%82%D8%A7%D8%B5%D8%AF%DA%A9-%D8%A7%D8%B1%D8%A7%D8%A6%D9%87-%D8%B4%D8%AF
203

205
206

http://en.trend.az/regions/iran/2162837.html
https://citizenlab.org/2012/11/irans-national-information-network/
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The “Halal Internet” will also allow Iran to more easily track its citizens’ online activities. In 2012, it was reported that Iran
had purchased surveillance equipment from Chinese company ZTE. 207 This equipment included geolocation features and
capabilities to intercept voice, text messages, emails, chat conversations, and other web traffic, allowing Iran to closely
monitor its citizens’ communications. This use was viewed as a violation of human rights. 208 Despite a U.S. ban on exporting
certain technologies to hostile nations, Iran also managed to obtain web monitoring devices sold by U.S. company Blue Coat.
Blue Coat’s tools include tools for web filtering, traffic analysis, and viewing encrypted traffic. 209 While the current president
Rouhani promises to relax internet controls, the Ayatollah and the judiciary do not share this sentiment, and little progress
has been made in relaxing internet restrictions for the general population. Based on what is known about Iran’s long term
plans to institute a “Halal Internet”, the promises of relaxed internet controls were likely a tactic meant to gain favor with
Western nations during recent political negotiations. In February 2014, Iran chose to again block access to both Facebook
and Twitter.210

Types of content blocked211

Political dissent or anti-regime sentiments.

Unapproved international sites, particularly those with western influence.

Social media sites

Unapproved email sites

Words pertaining to software that can be used for internet controls circumvention

The website of a Sunni spiritual leader who opposed the Ayatollah

Text messages containing slang phrases and sexual innuendo

Department of Ministry of Industries and Business published a list of forbidden items that the online shop website
cannot sell online

Viber and WhatsApp blocked212

TOR has been blocked213

In February 2014, Iran decided to completely block Twitter and Facebook214
Reported methods for blocking and controlling Internet access215

The regime controls all networks within the country 216

Content blocking by word

Content blocking by domain

Inbound SSH filtering217

Reports of suspiciously slow internet connections indicating interception or throttling of traffic

Importation of telecommunications equipment requires direct authorization of Ministry of Information and
Communications Technology (ICT)

Proposal to register all internet users as a requirement for access. Supposedly to grant different access levels
based on need. This has not yet been implemented.

Government control of hosting providers/ISPs
207

http://www.reuters.com/article/2012/03/22/us-iran-telecoms-idUSBRE82L0B820120322
http://www.reuters.com/article/2012/03/22/us-iran-telecoms-idUSBRE82L0B820120322
209
http://www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/report-web-monitoring-devices-made-by-us-firm-blue-coat-detected-in-iran-sudan/2013/07/08/09877ad6-e7cf-11e2a301-ea5a8116d211_story.html
210
http://www.i-policy.org/2014/02/iran-complete-ban-on-facebook-and-twitter.html
211
http://www.smallmedia.org.uk/sites/default/files/u8/iiipjune.pdf
212
http://smallmedia.org.uk/sites/default/files/reports/IIIP02.pdf
213
http://smallmedia.org.uk/sites/default/files/reports/IIIP02.pdf
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http://www.i-policy.org/2014/02/iran-complete-ban-on-facebook-and-twitter.html
215
http://www.smallmedia.org.uk/sites/default/files/u8/iiipjune.pdf
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http://www.ictna.ir/id/053436/
http://smallmedia.org.uk/sites/default/files/reports/IIIP02.pdf
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Arresting individuals who sell VPNs and other circumvention measures to journalists and activists.
Two bloggers were sentenced to death for promoting anti-state, anti-Islamic sentiments.218
Web traffic is cached and examined.
Internet Police (FATA) patrol Internet cafes and monitor online communities for dissent or users who are being too
heavily influenced by Western culture
Internet cafes require users to submit personally identifiable information so illicit use can be traced to individuals
Punishments for violating cyber laws range from fines to capital punishment.
The Ministry of Culture and Islamic Guidance’s web filter219

Iran’s cyber law categories220

Public decency and morality

Islamic sanctities

Security and “basic comfort”

Content and authority of government agencies

Cyber crime related content

Content inciting crime

Audiovisual content and intellectual property

Manipulating the outcome of or defaming candidates of Parliamentary elections

Manipulating the outcome of or defaming candidates of Presidential elections. Interestingly, this is the largest
section of the computer crimes law.
The harshness of Iran’s laws and penalties for noncompliance are exemplified in the case of Yashar Khameneh. Khameneh,
an Iranian foreign exchange student studying in the Netherlands, joined a Facebook page that ridiculed a top Shiite Muslim
imam, Ali al-Naqi al-Hadi. Khameneh said he did not expect that reposting political satire would have negative
repercussions. Khameheh received communication from his father, stating that regime intelligence had visited their home
and wanted his cooperation, namely his blog, email, and social media passwords. Fearing negative repercussions for his
friends on social media, Khameneh deleted his Facebook and email accounts. Khameneh later received word from his
mother and sister that his father had been arrested and potentially faced capital punishment.221

Iranian hacker forums: a proving ground for upcoming talent
Considering Ashiyane’s training portal that has apparent ties to Iran’s premier university, along with the openness of its
leadership on social media sites, Ashiyane’s actions indicate privileged Internet access and at least indirect government
support via educational institutions. Additionally, the structured hierarchy and training opportunities of Ashiyane and other
groups in Iran’s hacker scene indicate that the groups serve as a proving ground. A report from Israel’s Institute for
Counterterrorism notes that it has been alleged that Ashiyane is responsible for training ICR. 222 While that claim has not
been substantiated, it is clear that Ashiyane plays an important role in Iran’s cyberspace. Ashiyane’s training portal offers
learning opportunities in conjunction with Sharif University.

218

https://www.eff.org/deeplinks/2012/01/iran-escalates-campaign-against-online-expression
http://samandehi.ir/mainMenuNL.html
220
http://internet.ir/crime_index.html
219

221
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http://edition.cnn.com/2012/07/12/world/facebook-iran-imam/index.html?hpt=wo_t2
http://www.ict.org.il/LinkClick.aspx?fileticket=p02YcWmn_94%3D&tabid=492
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Figure 43 Post by Kamalian on Ashiyane training portal announcing courses in partnership with Sharif University in Tehran
A post by Behrouz Kamalian on Ashiyane’s training portal announcing courses in partnership with Sharif University in
Tehran223

Gamification as a recruiting and training mechanism
In addition to certification programs and formal educational opportunities in conjunction with major universities, Iranian
hacker groups also use gamification of hacking as a mechanism to recruit and to train. Hacking contests and war games
both internally and with outside hacker crews are used to single out the most talented individuals and to sharpen their skills.
Two primary types of gamification evidenced among Iranian hacker crews include recognition for mass or high value
defacements and participation in capture the flag (CTF) contests. Depending on the entities targeted and the extent of the
damage done, these games can become war games in the most literal sense.

Various Iranian hacker crews deface websites then report their defacements to zone-h.com or zone-hc.com. As mentioned
above, zone-hc.com is owned by Mohammad Rad, who also serves as administrator for quickleak.org, one of the primary
avenues for ICR leaks. The blog Irancybernews.org posts information regarding the latest defacements and exploits by
Iranian hackers. Both crews and individuals are recognized for their “achievements”, and the site often recognizes the top
hackers and defacers for a given month.

223

http://train.ashiyane.ir/train/
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Figure 44 IranCyberNews.org post recognizing the top hackers and hacker crews for February 2013224

The majority of the defacements occur on “low hanging fruit” (LHF) targets. These targets are chosen because they are
poorly secured and easy to exploit. Other targets are chosen due to their affiliation. For example, corporations, financial
institutions, and government sites, particularly those affiliated with western entities and Israel, are often targeted by Iranian
hacker crews. These targets are chosen due to a complex combination of political and military reasons and cultural and
religious ideologies. Other sites affected are merely collateral damage.

Ashiyane was the top defacer on zone-h in July 2011 and noted this achievement on their forums.

224

http://www.irancybernews.org/2013/03/top-iranian-hackers-in-february-2013.html
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Figure 45 Ashiyane forum post
An Ashiyane forum post by Behrouz Kamalian celebrating Ashiyane’s ranking as the number one defacer on zone-h is
shown in Figure 45.

At this time, Ashiyane is the second most active group in the world on the zone-h.com leaderboards.
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Figure 46 IranCyberNews.org blog post225
An Irancybernews.org blog post noting Ashiyane’s ranking in zone-h defacements is shown in Figure 46.

As of February 2014, Ashiyane had chalked up over 56,000 defacements on zone-h.

Figure 47 Recent samples of Ashiyane defecements reported to Zone-h226

Striving to top the defacement leaderboards is not the only training method for Iranian hackers. As mentioned above,
Yashar Shahinzadeh (Sc0rpion), who played an active role in Operation Ababil, along with University of Isfahan employees
Sina Yazdanmehr and Amir Alipour, take part in CTF. Irancybernews.com also featured CTF news on its blog. 227 The blog
announced the results of the 2013 Iranian ISIS International Capture the Flag Security Contest. A group known as Dark Soul
Security Team was the top Iranian team in that contest. The blog also announced registration for the latest Sharif University
CTF, which was held in October 2013.228 The contest was open to all security professionals, university students, and high
school students and focused on information security trivia, web attacks, steganography, cryptography, digital forensics,
secure coding, reverse engineering, and exploits.
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http://www.irancybernews.org/2013/02/iranian-ashiyane-digital-security-team.html
http://www.zone-h.org/archive/defacer=Ashiyane%20Digital%20Security%20Team
http://www.irancybernews.org/2013/09/iran-ctf-news-asis-result-and-sharif.sea.html
http://www.irancybernews.org/2013/10/sharif-university-ctf-online-qualifier.html
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Figure 48 Advertisement for Sharif University's CTF contest229

One of the most significant findings of our investigation was the sponsorship of a CTF by the Atomic Energy Organization of
Iran. Information regarding the CTF was originally found at ctf.aeoi.org.ir, which is no longer live. The AEOI is responsible for
operating and regulating nuclear energy facilities in Iran.230 In other words, the AEOI was also responsible for oversight of
the Natanz facility, which was targeted by Stuxnet. AEOI had to collaborate with other regime entities to investigate the
breach and to implement a strategy to mitigate the risk of future attacks on Iran’s nuclear facilities.231 The inaugural AEOI
CTF was held in 2012. Little is known about the competition. As noted above, the 2013 results show that Noob was the
winning team. The information regarding the results of 2012’s contest has suspiciously disappeared from the Internet. AEOI
also had a CERT program at ictc.aeoi.org.ir. All links that formerly pointed to CERT content at that site now redirect to sites
at asis.io. In 2013, the AEOI CTF was renamed to ASIS CTF. The new site for the CTF is asis-ctf.ir.

Figure 49 ASIS Tweet232
A Tweet noting that AEOI’s CTF has been changed to ASIS CTF is shown in Figure 49.
The site asis.io is also affiliated with the ASIS CTF.
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231
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http://sandbox-ctf.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/10/%D9%BE%D9%88%D8%B3%D8%AA%D8%B12.jpg
http://www.nti.org/facilities/153/
http://edition.presstv.ir/detail/163662.html
https://twitter.com/asisctf/status/341248881335623680
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Note
WHOIS information for asis-ctf.ir and asis.io can be found in Appendix A.

According to a Chinese blog that posted the solutions to some of the AEOI CTF challenges, the manager of the AEOI CTF is an
actor known as factoreal:

Figure 50 Chinese blog stating that FactorReal is the manager of AEOI CTF 233

Factoreal’s Twitter timeline (@fact0real) shows mention of the AEOI CTF and shows conversations with both Morteza
Khazamipour (@mormoroth) and Yashar Shahinzadeh (@yshahinzadeh).

Figure 51 Tweets between FactorReal, Mormoroth, and sc0rpion
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http://blog.csdn.net/wangyi_lin/article/details/10920307
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Tweets from factoreal’s timeline show interactions with mormoroth and sc0rpion and mention of the AEOI CTF 234

The asis-ctf.ir site registrant’s email address, LisbethZone@gmail.com, corresponds to the Twitter account @LisbethZone.

Figure 52 @LisbethZone Twitter account
The Twitter account @LisbethZone claims affiliation with asis.io 235.
At this point, it is unclear whether registration of asis.io by “Factoreal Lisbeth” indicates that factoreal and LisbethZone are
the same person or whether they are two people who merely co-administer the site.

Implications
As evidenced above, cyber warfare capabilities are not to be taken lightly. Given the attack history from the groups
highlighted in this briefing and the fact that they are collaborating, they are capable of sophisticated cyber attacks. The
result from collaboration could result in an attack from an individual actor or independent actor group that does not
necessarily represent all the parties mentioned in this document but would still benefit from their collaboration. Western
entities should be aware of this threat and be prepared for future activity from these actor groups. Military and government
entities are logical targets for a cyber war, but when corporations and financial institutions become collateral damage in a
cyber war, the real world consequences can be far reaching. Attacks or rumored attacks on corporations can lead to
disruption of service and stolen data, leading to loss of profit. Companies also incur costs when they must investigate a
potential breach, eradicate malware or rectify other security issues, notify customers of potential fraud or theft, cooperate
with local or federal investigations, or increase security measures to prevent similar attacks in the future. Additionally, the
company must often save face, focusing on damage control and repairing its reputation. These costs are inevitably passed
along to the customer. Attacks on financial institutions set off a chain reaction that can impact those institutions, customers,
general commerce and transactions, and trade and stock prices.236 Attacks on government or military entities can lead to
exposure of secrets and disruption in operations or command and control. Attacks on critical infrastructure entities such as
utilities and communications can lead to loss of power, disruption of communications and services, and interference with
normal daily activities. These interruptions can cause panic, fear, anger, and can endanger the health and wellbeing of
citizens who rely on those services.
234
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http://twitter.com/fact0real
http://twitter.com/LisbethZone
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http://news.softpedia.com/news/Cyber-Terrorists-Use-DDOS-Attacks-to-Disrupt-Exchange-Platforms-Influence-Stock-Prices424070.shtml?utm_source=twitterfeed&utm_medium=twitter&utm_campaign=information_security
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An approach that is often suggested in both diplomatic and military settings for bridling cyber warfare capabilities is the use
of a cyber weapons treaty. However, the primary difficulty in suggesting treaties as a solution is that this approach assumes
all parties will agree to the treaty and that those who agree will adhere to the treaty. As evidenced by Treaty on the NonProliferation of Nuclear Weapons (NPT), treaties do not guarantee compliance. The NPT, which was meant to prevent
countries from using or surreptitiously manufacturing nuclear weapons, has failed. While major nuclear incidents have been
avoided, Iran, a party to the NPT, was found to be in violation of the treaty’s terms. Iran’s most extreme violation of the NPT
was its failure to notify other treaty parties of its uranium enrichment program. Iran’s primary facility for nuclear enrichment
was the Natanz facility, which was targeted by Stuxnet. 237 Additionally, defining an act of war in the cyber realm can be
difficult, and the potential difficulty in identifying the actors responsible for the event further complicates the issue.

Summary
In summary, we have examined Iran’s cyber capabilities, including the TTP’s and significant targets of major hacker groups.
We have tied members of several major Iranian hacker groups to one another, as well as to major regime-sponsored
universities. We have also discovered a direct link between Ashiyane’s training portal and an official degree program at
Sharif University, as well as Shabgard’s training portal and official courses at Shahid Beheshti University. We have explored
these groups’ involvement in CTF competitions sponsored by Sharif University and by the Atomic Energy Organization of
Iran, Iran’s entity that oversees all nuclear research. These points support the theory that the regime trains young hackers.
Additionally, we have found that the actions of Iranian hacker groups are in stark opposition to Iran’s cyber laws, yet many
of the key members of these groups have social media accounts and operate openly using their real names. This finding
supports the theory that the regime not only condones but also actively supports the actions of these groups, giving them
special access to networks not available to the general public.

HP Security Research (HPSR) recommendations
Hacker crews operating on behalf of or in support of the Iranian regime have the means to launch attacks that could have
serious repercussions. Cyber attacks and related psychological operations campaigns can have far-reaching negative
affects, and often the targets are chosen simply because of their affiliation or due to the ease with which they can be
exploited. Sometimes vigilance and strong defensive security measures are not enough to combat these threats. The
groups profiled know our rules and limitations and exploit them in such a way that our offensive security capability is limited
by legal restrictions. New methods and creating a a more flexible legal framework may be necessary in order to combat
threats that come from entities who refuse to play by anyone else’s rules.

For potential targets of Iran’s state-sponsored hacker groups, which primarily include western entities and their affiliates,
HPSR recommends the following tactics:






237

Make use of OSINT (open source intelligence) monitoring to understand the changing trends and motivations for
actors in this category.
Practice solid defense-in-depth security practices.
Educate employees in order to deter phishing and social engineering attacks.
Monitor social media outlets for announcements of impending attacks.
Monitor political events, as they are potential cues for an increase in cyber activity.

http://www.langner.com/en/2013/11/20/langner%E2%80%99s-final-stuxnet-analysis-comes-with-surprises/
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Collaborate with like-minded entities and security forums that result in actionable intelligence. Defending against
threat actors of this nature is not something that can be accomplished alone.

Learn more at
hp.com/go/hpsr
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Appendix A
WHOIS Records
WHOIS information for quickleak.org
Domain Name: QUICKLEAK.ORG
Domain ID: D167282267-LROR
Creation Date: 2012-12-05T22:50:58Z
Updated Date: 2014-01-18T12:57:42Z
Registry Expiry Date: 2014-12-05T22:50:58Z
Sponsoring Registrar: Realtime Register B.V.
Sponsoring Registrar IANA ID: 839
WHOIS Server:
Referral URL:
Domain Status: clientTransferProhibited
Registrant ID: 9h9gwucvqq
Registrant Name: Mohhamad tigani
Registrant Organization: quick leak
Registrant Street: tabla
Registrant City: tabla
Registrant State/Province: Tadla-Azilal
Registrant Postal Code: 123456789
Registrant Country: MA
Registrant Phone: +44.23456789
Registrant Phone Ext:
Registrant Fax:
Registrant Fax Ext:
Registrant Email: domain@quickleak.com
Admin ID: wovp52rauw
Admin Name: Mohhamad Rad
Admin Organization: zone hc
Admin Street: Tehran
Admin City: tabla
Admin State/Province: Tadla-Azilal
Admin Postal Code: 123456789
Admin Country: MA
Admin Phone: +97.23456789
Admin Phone Ext:
Admin Fax:
Admin Fax Ext:
Admin Email: domain@zone-hc.com
Tech ID: wovp52rauw
Tech Name: Mohhamad Rad
Tech Organization: zone hc
Tech Street: Tehran
Tech City: tabla
Tech State/Province: Tadla-Azilal
Tech Postal Code: 123456789
Tech Country: MA
Tech Phone: +97.23456789
Tech Phone Ext:
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Tech Fax:
Tech Fax Ext:
Tech Email: domain@zone-hc.com
Name Server: NS03.HOSTCONTROL.ORG
Name Server: NS01.HOSTCONTROL.COM
Name Server: NS02.HOSTCONTROL.COM
Name Server:
Name Server:
Name Server:
Name Server:
Name Server:
Name Server:
Name Server:
Name Server:
Name Server:
Name Server:
DNSSEC: Unsigned

WHOIS information for zone-hc.com
Domain Name:zone-hc.com
Name Server:ns5.zone-hc.com
Name Server:ns6.zone-hc.com
Created On:2010-06-26 17:07:12.0
Last Updated On:2013-12-24 21:13:14.0
Expiration Date:2014-06-26 17:07:12.0
Sponsoring Registrar:REALTIME REGISTER B.V.
Reseller:Realtime Register B.V.
Status:CLIENT_TRANSFER_PROHIBITED
Status:OK
Registrant ID:RC_25402750
Registrant Name:Mohhamad Rad
Registrant Organization:zone hc
Registrant Street1:tabla
Registrant City:tabla
Registrant State:Tadla-Azilal
Registrant Postal Code:123456789
Registrant Country:MA
Registrant Phone:+97.23456789
Registrant Fax:
Registrant Email:domain@zone-hc.com
ADMIN ID:RC_19097441
ADMIN Name:Mohhamad Rad
ADMIN Organization:zone hc
ADMIN Street1:Tehran
ADMIN City:tabla
ADMIN State:Tadla-Azilal
ADMIN Postal Code:123456789
ADMIN Country:MA
ADMIN Phone:+97.23456789
ADMIN Fax:
ADMIN Email:domain@zone-hc.com
BILLING ID:RC_19097441
BILLING Name:Mohhamad Rad
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BILLING Organization:zone hc
BILLING Street1:Tehran
BILLING City:tabla
BILLING State:Tadla-Azilal
BILLING Postal Code:123456789
BILLING Country:MA
BILLING Phone:+97.23456789
BILLING Fax:
BILLING Email:domain@zone-hc.com
TECH ID:RC_19097441
TECH Name:Mohhamad Rad
TECH Organization:zone hc
TECH Street1:Tehran
TECH City:tabla
TECH State:Tadla-Azilal
TECH Postal Code:123456789
TECH Country:MA
TECH Phone:+97.23456789
TECH Fax:
TECH Email:domain@zone-hc.com

WHOIS information for wikileak.ir:
domain: wikileak.ir
ascii: wikileak.ir
remarks: (Domain Holder) Arash Dehghan Manshadi
remarks: (Domain Holder Address) Tehran Ostad hassane bana - janbe shahrdari - pelak 341, tehran, tehran,
IR
holder-c: ad673-irnic
admin-c: ad673-irnic
tech-c: ad673-irnic
nserver: ns1.wikileak.ir
nserver: ns2.wikileak.ir
nserver: ns3.wikileak.ir
last-updated: 2013-12-24
expire-date: 2014-07-07
source: IRNIC # Filtered
nic-hdl: ad673-irnic
person: Arash Dehghan Manshadi
e-mail: handle@chmail.ir
address: Tehran Ostad hassane bana - janbe shahrdari - pelak 341, tehran, tehran, IR
phone: +98 919 8611342
fax-no: +98 919 8611342
source: IRNIC # Filtered

WHOIS information for 0days.ir:
domain: 0days.ir
ascii: 0days.ir
remarks: (Domain Holder) Arash Dehghan Manshadi
remarks: (Domain Holder Address) Tehran sohrevardi-shomali khiabane hoveize - plak 159, Tehran, Tehran, IR
holder-c: ad487-irnic
admin-c: ad487-irnic
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tech-c: ad487-irnic
nserver: ns1.0days.ir
nserver: ns2.0days.ir
nserver: mail.0days.ir
last-updated: 2013-09-16
expire-date: 2014-05-16
source: IRNIC # Filtered
nic-hdl: ad487-irnic
person: Arash Dehghan Manshadi
e-mail: domain@0days.ir
address: Tehran sohrevardi-shomali khiabane hoveize - plak 159, Tehran, Tehran, IR
phone: +98 921 8200313
source: IRNIC # Filtered

WHOIS information for parastoo.ir:
domain: parastoo.ir
ascii: parastoo.ir
remarks: (Domain Holder) zohre sajadian
remarks: (Domain Holder Address) Jomhoori Street intersection with Felestin Street south , Zanjan Avenue ,
Police Parcham, Tehran, Tehran, IR
holder-c: zs129-irnic
admin-c: zs129-irnic
tech-c: zs129-irnic
nserver: NS2-1.DNSEXIT.COM
nserver: NS2-3.DNSEXIT.COM
nserver: ns3.dnsexit.com
nserver: ns2.dnsexit.com
last-updated: 2013-11-20
expire-date: 2014-12-13
source: IRNIC # Filtered
nic-hdl: zs129-irnic
person: zohre sajadian
e-mail: r.rastegari@chmail.ir
address Jomhoori Street intersection with Felestin Street south , Zanjan Avenue , Police Parcham, Tehran,
Tehran, IR
phone: +98 9213028200
source: IRNIC # Filtered

WHOIS information for rce.ir:
domain:

rce.ir

ascii:

rce.ir

remarks: (Domain Holder) zohre sajadian
remarks: (Domain Holder Address) Jomhoori Street intersection with Felestin Street south , Zanjan Avenue ,
Police Parcham, Tehran, Tehran, IR
holder-c:

zs129-irnic

admin-c: zs129-irnic
tech-c:

zs129-irnic
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nserver: NS2-1.DNSEXIT.COM
nserver: NS2-3.DNSEXIT.COM
nserver: ns2.dnsexit.com
nserver: ns3.dnsexit.com
last-updated:

2013-04-13

expire-date:

2014-03-06

source:

IRNIC # Filtered

nic-hdl: zs129-irnic
person:

zohre sajadian

e-mail:

r.rastegari@chmail.ir

address: Jomhoori Street intersection with Felestin Street south , Zanjan Avenue , Police Parcham, Tehran,
Tehran, IR
phone:

+98 9213028200

source:

IRNIC # Filtered

WHOIS information for ashiyane.ir:
domain: ashiyane.ir
ascii: ashiyane.ir
remarks: (Domain Holder) Behrooz Kamalian
remarks: (Domain Holder Address) Unit 28, Floor Seven, 36 Building , Daneshvar alley, Jamalzadeh St. ,
Enghelab Sq. Tehran, IR1336925748, IR
holder-c:

---

admin-c: bk59-irnic
tech-c: bk59-irnic
nserver: mark.ns.cloudflare.com
nserver: sara.ns.cloudflare.com
last-updated: 2013-12-30
expire-date: 2014-12-29
source: IRNIC # Filtered
nic-hdl: bk59-irnic
person: Behrooz Kamalian
e-mail: ashiyane.center@gmail.com
address: Tajrish Sq, Fana Khosro St,Amir Salam Alley,No 22, Tehran, Tehran, IR
phone: +98 21 22727285
fax-no: +98 21 22727283
source: IRNIC # Filtered

WHOIS information for rasht-samacollege.ir
domain: rasht-samacollege.ir
ascii: rasht-samacollege.ir
remarks: (Domain Holder) Amozeshkadeh Fanni va Herfeei Sama Vahede Rasht
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remarks: (Domain Holder Address) shahid ansari blvd.,Maharat st.,, Rasht, Gilan, IR
holder-c: am253-irnic
admin-c: bk59-irnic
tech-c: bk59-irnic
nserver: ns30.askiran.com
nserver: ns1.askiran.com
last-updated: 2013-02-18
expire-date: 2015-11-28
source: IRNIC # Filtered
nic-hdl: am253-irnic
org:

Amozeshkadeh Fanni va Herfeei Sama Vahede Rasht

e-mail: behrooz.kamalian@gmail.com
address: shahid ansari blvd.,Maharat st.,, Rasht, Gilan, IR
phone: +98 131 7763941
source: IRNIC # Filtered
nic-hdl: bk59-irnic
person: Behrooz Kamalian
e-mail: ashiyane.center@gmail.com
address: Tajrish Sq, Fana Khosro St,Amir Salam Alley,No 22, Tehran, Tehran, IR
phone: +98 21 22727285
fax-no: +98 21 22727283
source: IRNIC # Filtered

WHOIS information for cker.ir:
domain: cker.ir
ascii: cker.ir
remarks: (Domain Holder) morteza khazamipour
remarks: (Domain Holder Address) no. 10 , 3rd arghavan,boostan sq,saadat abad, Tehran, Tehran, IR
holder-c: mk2433-irnic
admin-c: mk2433-irnic
tech-c: da50-irnic
bill-c: da50-irnic
nserver: ns1.y-shahinzadeh.ir
nserver: ns2.y-shahinzadeh.ir
last-updated: 2013-11-29
expire-date: 2017-07-06
source: IRNIC # Filtered
nic-hdl: mk2433-irnic
person: morteza khazamipour
e-mail: mormoroth@ymail.com
address: no. 10 , 3rd arghavan,boostan sq,saadat abad, Tehran, Tehran, IR
phone: +989939700
source: IRNIC # Filtered
nic-hdl: da50-irnic
org: Ertebatate Shabakeye Day
e-mail: irnic@daytelecom.com
source: IRNIC # Filtered

WHOIS information for sc0rpion.ir:
domain: sc0rpion.ir
ascii: sc0rpion.ir
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remarks: (Domain Holder) Yashar Shahinzade
remarks: (Domain Holder Address) Meli Rah,

Fersod St., No. 120, Naghshine Home,, Ahwaz, Khozestan, IR

holder-c: ys70-irnic
admin-c: ys70-irnic
tech-c: ys70-irnic
nserver: ns1.y-shahinzadeh.ir
nserver: ns2.y-shahinzadeh.ir
last-updated:

2013-05-12

expire-date:

2014-07-19

source: IRNIC # Filtered
nic-hdl: ys70-irnic
person: Yashar Shahinzade
e-mail: y.shahinzadeh@gmail.com
address: Meli Rah,

Fersod St., No. 120, Naghshine Home,, Ahwaz, Khozestan, IR

phone: 06114455582
source:IRNIC # Filtered

WHOIS information for y-shahinzadeh.ir:
domain:
ascii:

y-shahinzadeh.ir
y-shahinzadeh.ir

remarks: (Domain Holder) Yashar Shahinzade
remarks: (Domain Holder Address) Meli Rah,

Fersod St., No. 120, Naghshine Home,, Ahwaz, Khozestan, IR

holder-c: ys70-irnic
admin-c: ys70-irnic
tech-c: ys70-irnic
nserver: ns1.y-shahinzadeh.ir
nserver: ns2.y-shahinzadeh.ir
last-updated: 2013-05-12
expire-date: 2014-05-20
source: IRNIC # Filtered
nic-hdl: ys70-irnic
person: Yashar Shahinzade
e-mail: y.shahinzadeh@gmail.com
address Meli Rah,

Fersod St., No. 120, Naghshine Home,, Ahwaz, Khozestan, IR

phone: 06114455582
source: IRNIC # Filtered

WHOIS information for ctf.ir:
domain: ctf.ir
ascii: ctf.ir
remarks: (Domain Holder) Sina Gholinejad
remarks: (Domain Holder Address) 13st St. Gisha St. Tehran IRAN, Tehran, Tehran, IR
holder-c: sg451-irnic
admin-c: sg451-irnic
tech-c: sg451-irnic
nserver: ns1.y-shahinzadeh.ir
nserver: ns2.y-shahinzadeh.ir
last-updated: 2013-12-04
expire-date: 2014-11-24
source: IRNIC # Filtered
nic-hdl: sg451-irnic
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person: Sina Gholinejad
e-mail: sina.ghaaf@gmail.com
address: 13st St. Gisha St. Tehran IRAN, Tehran, Tehran, IR
phone: +98935 889 5690
source: IRNIC # Filtered

WHOIS information for shabgard.ir:
domain: shabgard.ir
ascii: shabgard.ir
remarks: (Domain Holder) Mohammad Jorjandi
remarks: (Domain Holder Address) Keshavarz Blvd., 18th AlleyKerman, IR7618836735, IR
holder-c: --admin-c: mj156-irnic
tech-c: mj156-irnic
nserver: gabe.ns.cloudflare.com
nserver: olga.ns.cloudflare.com
last-updated:

2013-04-05

expire-date:

2014-04-25

source: IRNIC # Filtered
nic-hdl: mj156-irnic
person: Mohammad Jorjandi
e-mail: m.jorjandi@gmail.com
address: Ghytariye, Hoseini St., No. 3,, Tehran, Tehran, IR
phone: 2122212530
source: IRNIC # Filtered

WHOIS information for webamooz.ir:
domain: webamooz.ir
ascii: webamooz.ir
remarks: (Domain Holder) Mohammad Jorjandi
remarks: (Domain Holder Address) st.18-keshavarz blvd.Kerman, IR7618836735, IR
holder-c:

---

admin-c: mj156-irnic
tech-c: mj156-irnic
nserver: gabe.ns.cloudflare.com
nserver: olga.ns.cloudflare.com
last-updated:

2013-04-05

expire-date:

2014-04-25

source: IRNIC # Filtered
nic-hdl: mj156-irnic
person: Mohammad Jorjandi
e-mail: m.jorjandi@gmail.com
address: Ghytariye, Hoseini St., No. 3,, Tehran, Tehran, IR
phone: 2122212530
source: IRNIC # Filtered

WHOIS information for ashiyane.org:
Domain Name: ASHIYANE.ORG
Domain ID: D98195746-LROR
Creation Date: 2003-05-25T14:48:19Z
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Updated Date: 2013-12-20T10:59:32Z
Registry Expiry Date: 2014-05-25T14:48:19Z
Sponsoring Registrar: Realtime Register B.V.
Sponsoring Registrar IANA ID: 839
WHOIS Server:
Referral URL:
Domain Status: clientTransferProhibited
Registrant ID: 2cc2lmillu
Registrant Name: Ashiyane Security Center
Registrant Organization: Ashiyane Security Center
Registrant Street: 2 Floor. No 47 Atlas Apartment. Apadana Sq. Tehran
Registrant City: Tehran
Registrant State/Province: Tehran
Registrant Postal Code: 1989817313
Registrant Country: IR
Registrant Phone: +021.88734680
Registrant Phone Ext:
Registrant Fax: +021.88735196
Registrant Fax Ext:
Registrant Email: ashiyane.center@gmail.com
Admin ID: 2cc2lmillu
Admin Name: Ashiyane Security Center
Admin Organization: Ashiyane Security Center
Admin Street: 2 Floor. No 47 Atlas Apartment. Apadana Sq. Tehran
Admin City: Tehran
Admin State/Province: Tehran
Admin Postal Code: 1989817313
Admin Country: IR
Admin Phone: +021.88734680
Admin Phone Ext:
Admin Fax: +021.88735196
Admin Fax Ext:
Admin Email: ashiyane.center@gmail.com
Tech ID: 2cc2lmillu
Tech Name: Ashiyane Security Center
Tech Organization: Ashiyane Security Center
Tech Street: 2 Floor. No 47 Atlas Apartment. Apadana Sq. Tehran
Tech City: Tehran
Tech State/Province: Tehran
Tech Postal Code: 1989817313
Tech Country: IR
Tech Phone: +021.88734680
Tech Phone Ext:
Tech Fax: +021.88735196
Tech Fax Ext:
Tech Email: ashiyane.center@gmail.com
Name Server: MARK.NS.CLOUDFLARE.COM
Name Server: SARA.NS.CLOUDFLARE.COM
Name Server:
Name Server:
Name Server:
Name Server:
Name Server:
Name Server:
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Name Server:
Name Server:
Name Server:
Name Server:
Name Server:
DNSSEC: Unsigned

WHOIS information for asis-ctf.ir:
domain: asis-ctf.ir
ascii: asis-ctf.ir
remarks: (Domain Holder) Solmaz Salimi
remarks: (Domain Holder Address) NO. 1108, Hosseinieh Ershad, Mirdamad St., Shariaty St., Tehran, Tehran,
IR
holder-c: ss2026-irnic
admin-c: ss2026-irnic
tech-c: ss2026-irnic
nserver: ns1.asis-ctf.ir
nserver: ns2.asis-ctf.ir
nserver: ns3.asis-ctf.ir
nserver: ns4.asis-ctf.ir
last-updated: 2013-06-29
expire-date: 2014-05-29
source: IRNIC # Filtered
nic-hdl: ss2026-irnic
person: Solmaz Salimi
e-mail: LisbethZone@gmail.com
address: NO. 1108, Hosseinieh Ershad, Mirdamad St., Shariaty St., Tehran, Tehran, IR
phone: +982122901378
source: IRNIC # Filtered

WHOIS information for asis.io:
Domain : asis.io
Status : Live
Expiry : 2014-06-30
NS 1

: ns1.asis.io

NS 2

: ns2.asis.io

Owner

: Factoreal Lisbeth

Owner

: ASIS

Owner

: 2201 Cipher Avenue, 9 Floor, NY 12431

Owner

: New York

Owner

: NY

Owner

: US

: 78.38.193.251
: 78.38.193.151
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